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H·i ghto wer resigns, Smith moves
SG friction'
1

Smith reveals
policy chanQes

•

·.ma,n factor
By JOE GUIDRY
Oracle Staff Writer

Robert S. Hightower resigned as Student Government (SG)
president last week saying the time he spent trying to resolve
internal conflicts in SG prevented him from working on projects he considered important.
Hightower, who was under student legislature impeachment
charges, became the first USF SG president to resign. He made
the announcement at a press conference Oct. 20.
He submitted his resignation Tuesday and Vice President
I
Jeff Smith was sworn:in as president that night.

By SUE KOSSOW
oracle Staff Writer

Jeff Smith, new Studen,t
Government (SG) president,
said his future plans entail
following up on the visitation
question, working on the task
force on "The Book," and
trying to get voter r~gistration on campus. "I'm going to
try to make student government more oriented to students on an everyday level,"
Smith said.

IN A LA'l'ER interview, Hightower said he did not resign
because of the im~achment charges, but because of the "foolish waste of time" Tequired ·of him. He told how the impeachment charges' bill of-particulars . included an electrical wiring
diagram and liste!l witnesses as "Mickie Mackey" and "Herb
.
.
Blunderlich.''
"We would have beaten these charges for certain," High.tower said but a dded "there just would have been others."
Hightower said he believes the majority of students still
support him, but the students who are politically active did not
agree with his politics and made it almost impossible to do
anything effectively.

On following up the visitation problem, Smith said that
if the students in Alpha and
Gamma want to continue the
protests, he will. However, he
said he was waiting for the
results of a survey being
taken in those haijs to see if
the students want to continue.
Another ra!ly is -scheduled for
tomorrow at 9 p.m. in the
mall befw~n Alpha and
Gamma halls.

HIGHTOWER STRESSED -.that he always tried to be politi- .
cally practical. "If I met blocks I tried to work my way around .
them," Hightower said. "I wouldn't ·try to burn them down or·
get emotional about them."
He characterized the student legislature plan for mass dis- ·
obedience of the visitation policy as an example of an imprac.tb
cal action and said•he preferred to ·work for goals he felt could
be accomplished like voter-registration.
Hightower said. he never labeled himself liberal or conservative, but the fact that "he was more conservative than radical" made working with the legisla~re difficult.
·HE SAID Jeff Smith would be able to get more co-operation
from the legislature because his views were closer to the politi~al activist.
. l;lightower also complained about the technicalities of university and state rules which he constantly had to submit to.
. . "I so_!lletimes felt like I was fighting a two-front battle,"
L,0ight?wer ~aid, _s"wit~ the ,p,9litical _:~ctivi~t on _onr si~~- disagreemg with my' philosophy and -actions and the administration and state bodies like the legislature and Regents on the
.
other side with then- technical regulations."

: iIE ·SMD ONE · of his greatest ;1~asures as .president was
for: him or one of his cabinet members'to catch an ad.ministrator "trying to pull the wool over students' eyes."
: Hightower said he felt one of his major accomplishments
as president was to bring competent people into student government, though he was disappointed he could not "get more of
my type into the student legislature".
Hightower said he will be able to accomplish, more now
that he does not have the conflicts or pressures of the office.
"THOUGH I NO longer have the influence of the office, I
still have the knowledge and now the . time to work for the
See pa;ge 10

student leader and an effective SG worker." He also stated that the administration had

enjoyed a smooth relationship
with Hightower and that he
regretted his resignation.

Bob Hightower

When asked if there were
' any major policies of former
. Pres. Bob Hig~lower that he
( -,vol!Td 'i:h.ange, l3mith_ repl/eit
that they agreed on every.
. thing "in spirit." 1" · ·
Replacing Smith as vice
president is George AdriaanseJ;l, for!Iler president pro
tern. Acting as president pro
tern will be Joseph Chaitkin,
senator-at-large. •
Oracle Photo by· Jerry Nichols

A real day brightener •
is the painting room used by art students
here. Froni the palette to the canvas, the

Commenting on Bob Hightower's resignation, Pres.
Cecil Mackey told The Oracle,
" Bob was a very responsible

• •

colors of the paint might bright.en anybody
up.

SG · plans (visitdtion protest
·By VALERIE WICKSTROM
Oracle Staff Writer

Student Government (SG)
hopes to mobilize its first
mass demonstration against
and in violation of the present
Board of Regent's dormitory
visitation policy tomorro,~
night.

Freshmen men and women,
from Alpha and Gamma halls
respectively, have been encouraged by SG members to
participate in the visitation
violation rally which will start
at 9 p.ni..
"WE WANT the host or
hostess to escort his or her

guest through the hall and policy occurs, we will enforce
into his or her room. This will , the present policy. Both the
be an orderly violation of the guest and fhe host will be subpresent visitation policy," Vis- ject to discipline."
USF : will not be the only
itation Committee member
campus h o 1 d i n g visitation
Ken Sechen said.
Vice President for Student violations Thursday. Similar
Affairs, Dr. · Joe Howell, said, demonstrations have been
planned at the University · of
)'If ;; violation of the visitation

'
;Florida in Gainesville, Florida
State University in Tallahassee, and Florida A & M, according to Sechen.

Where

it Began

The concept of · visitation
violations began at USF during the first week of Quarter
I, when SG Sen. Ken Richter
began to receive complaints
from freshmen-men about the
current visitation policy which
was instituted_by the Regents
and is followed by all state
universities.· ·u provides visitation in all dorms except
freshman resident areas.
"I believe that students
I
should have the right to say
whether or not they want visiRobert Sechen, SG secretary Health Department has also
Mar-Jo Apartments, the tar- (SG) and the Florida. state attation in their halls," Richter
apartments,
the
of resident affairs, said, investigated
get of "hundreds of com- torney's office.
said "and I believe we can
Mar-Jo managers had no "We've received hundreds of Eechen said, and "the health . get 'this privilege if we orgaplaints" by USF students, has
come under · investigation by comment when asked about complaints about these apart- problems there (which includ- nize a mass protest. against
ments ·(located at E a s t ed unconnected sewage facili- these injustices.'"
the USF Student Government the matters of complaint.
Fletcher Avenue and Jo-Mar ties) have been 1 a r g e 1 y
. JOE CHAITKIN and Mark
Drive) a,1d have set up a.· solved." Sever.al unconnected Adams, both members of the
comniittee of students living · sewer lines remain, thoug!J, S G Visitation Committee,
, at the apartments. The SG and Mar-Jo can't lease addi- I have ·expressed opinions that
· \ ,viii. 'advise ' these people but tional apartments ·until their lf the present visitation policy
they'n act on _their own. Com- sewer ·liries are completely does not encounter trouble, it
plaints' · about Mar-Jo are connected.
will not be changed.
about 1,000 per cent more fre"There is a good possibility
Pres. Cecil Mackey said,
quent- thap . those relating to that, unless this matter is "As an administrator I ·am
any· other apartment- com- cleared up, there might be a bound to follow. the Regents' ·
pleic."
strike to protest paying No- policy. Tlµs University has
binding responsibilities to_.the
rent," Sechen said.
vember's
committee
the
said
Sechen
and we must enforce the
state
comfrequent
The most
has decided to apply for onvisitation policy. Howpresent
uncut
water,
involve
plaints
campus recognition and that
can sympathize with
I
ever,
garbage
uncollected
lawns,
local lawyers have volun- ·
Mackey said.
students,"
the
teered their services, without and non-re.turn of rent deposthere was
when
June,
"In
its, Sechen said.
fee, to students.
no visitation for any onThe state attorney's office
"We are very concerned. campus students, . the Council
is currently investigating the about th_e deposit money. of University Presidents .recapartments. That office has People moved in under a ommended a more-' liberal vischosen to maintain silence re- con'tract; foupd ·out they didri't itation policy than we have
garding investigation proceed- have prpper utilities, and now to the Board of · Regents.
ings but has promised to re- moved out, ,liut Mar-Jo broke But it was not adopted, and
veal this information "as soon the contracts by not having now we must foll9w the pr_esas possible."
ent policy until it is changed,"
Busing problems at USF? See story, Page 3.
. The Hills~o~ough County
· See'.page 10
he added.

Mar-Jo und6r investigation
by SG, slate attorney's office

URGING THAT students
make a personal decision as
to their participation in the
See page 10

Faculty Senate's;
elections changed
I

pus to send its ballots in a
sealed envelope to Patricia
Oracle Staff Writer
Oakes, Library 223, by 5 p.m.
on Nov. 18. A special comniitThis year's USF Senate
_tee will tabulate and · certify
elections will eliminate two
Faculty need only s.ubmit.
major areas of complaints re- their self nominations to fue the vote, Dr. K_ashdin said.
'
garding nominating and bal- Dean's office-of their respec- . SHE
ADDED that Senate
loting procedures and allow tive colleges; career service faci.tlty repre~ntation will be
the nomination of any. non- to ·Marian Ross, staff assis- based on one senator to, every
Bay
. student · member wishing to tant, in Physical Plant Opera- 17_ faculty members·.
addian
r~ceive
will
Campus
tions . 100, or to Patricia
serve as a senator.
Oakes, secretary, in Library tional senator, allowing it two,
or to Patricia Coe, staff and the four incumbent Basic
223,
Gladys Kashdin, chairman
in Business Admin- Studies senators will repreassistant,
of the Senate's Election Comand A and P to sent their respective new col301;
istration
mittee, said, "This year we've
student or~ leges.
Marshall,
Phyllis
tried to eliminate areas of last
University
n
i
ganizations,
year's complaints and to
The College of Bµsln'ess Ad156A.
Center
make things as easy as possiministration will have five
ble for people who would like
Nominations' oyen Nov. . 1 senators, Education :11, Ento serve in the Senate to be an d cIose a t 4 p.m. on Nov. 5. . . gieering three, Firie_, Arts ,five,
nominated."
From Nov. 8 to 12 the Elec- . Language and ·Literature
The eliminated "areas · of tion Committee will distribute nine, Social Sciences eight,
complaint," she said, include ballots to the three USF. seg- and Naturi!-1 Sciences and
cumbersome election proce- ments. Voting will .take place Mathematics seven. Dr. Kashdures and the necessity of · from Nov. 15 to 4 p.m; . on din said 25 faculty senator
· · seats ,must be filled this ye,:i_r,
·
having two faculty mem_bers Nov. 19.
eight in career service (innominate each faculty senaI
eluding seven two year posts)
to
returned
be
to
are
Ballots
tor.
the nominating areas and col- and seven in A and P which,
DR. KASHDIN said this lected there by the Elections under the proposed USF conyear's nominations will be Committee. The committee stitution, might be consolidatopen to all faculty, career ser- has· requested the Bay Cam- ed with Career Service.
By ED CONWAY

vice and administrative and
professional (A and P) members who wish to run for Senate election. ·

United Fund passes goal
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Views differ by .s~x
on visitation matters
By VALERIE WICKSTROM
Oracle Staff V-:riter

The results of the recent
Student Government (SG)
dorm-wide poll on visitation
have caused some SG members to . view the impending
visitation protest in a different light
Although SG instigators
originally planned for a large
portion of Gamma residents
to escort ·men into their (female resident}-ha!!, . they now
speculate that a more. appro-

priate action may be to have
Gamma residents visits in
Alpha, the men's residence.
While 64 per cent of the
Alpha residents said they
would support state-wide coordemonstrations
dina t ed
against the current visi~ation
policy, only 49 per cent of
Gamma residents concurred.
A large majority of the men
said that Raymond King, USF
director .of Housing, had made
the visitation policy "unclear"

prior to their moving on campus, while 58.8 per cent of
Gamma's residents answered
that King had made the policy
"very clear."
Forty · per cent of both men
and women indicated that
their parents favored visitation, while 40 per cent of the
men and 32 per cent of the
women thought their parents
were indifferent to the situa-·
tion.
An overwhelming 78 per
cent of Alpha's men said they
were "very concerned" about
visitation while only 54 per
cent of th~ . women indicated
the same answer.
"Naturally we're more concerned," one Alpha resident
said, "freshman girls can
visit out with upperclassmen,
.. b_1,1t _we can't visit gut with a
girl and she can't come in our
dorm. One can't talk in the library or the University Cen-·
ter study areas; what's a guy
supposed to do?"
Ninety-two per cent of the
girls and 65 per cent of the
men believe the visitation policy should be determined by
either a living hall referendum or themselves, and both
groups greatly favor a policy
in which visitation hours are
dictated on each floor, according to the poll results.
1\venty-eight per cent of the
women and 27 per cent of the
men indicated they had violated the present visitation policy.

· The USF Unitetl Fund campaign has reached 102 · per
\ cent of the $15,000 University
goal and 116 per cent_of the
goal set for the University by
the downtown office of United
Fund.
Eight of the 13 divisions into
which the school has been divided, have surpassed their
divisional goal. The education
division is leading with 187
per cent of their goal, the
medical division second with
166 .per cent of its goal
achieved, and third is the language-literature division with
154 per cent of its goal
reached.

Give the United Way ...

The Physical Plant division,
composed of janitors and
groundkeepers has1l3 per cent
participation of the 370 people
in the division.

and the girls in front of the University Cent.er cut off an inch
of their: skirts. The collection-for United Fund will continue
through the week.

Students, as a group, ' have
collected 35 pe_r cent of the

"Students will demonstrate
to ourselves and to the community that the students of
this University take their
civic responsibilities seriously
and want to do their part in
fulfilling human n e e d s,"
According to Harlan Helm- Helming said. "And this can
ing, student coordinator, if 14 be done by participating . in
more organizations would do- the Tampa United Fund."

LUTHERAN WORSHIP
I

Christ 'the King
(L.C.A.)

Our Redeemer
LC.M.S.

304 Druid Hills Ref,

11801 N. 56th St.

Worship: 8:30 A.M.
11:30 A.M.

Worship: 10:30 ~.M.

CALL 988-6139 or 988-4025 For Transportation
Watch for announcements of Lutheran Student activities .

I

VISITATION

•

Polici·e s

The 10th annual Honors .erage in aY least three of the ·
Convocation will be at 3 p.m. l~st four quarters. ' /
Sunday in the USF gym. Hon- - Also honored will be Dr.
orees will be full - time Harris Dean, acting · USF
students who have maintained pre§ident following ·John Allen's retirement 'until Dr.
a 3.5 point or higher grade avCecil Mackey became presi•
dent. Dean will receive special recogruti<in for. his -many
contributions to USF.

Attend the RALtY
Between Alpha and Gamma Thurs. 10/28 9:00 P.M.
, Sponsored by Student Gov't.

New rules
on SG funds

- Of the 544 students eligible
to be honored, 280 or 290 are
expected to participate. All
The Student Finance Com- honorees and their parents remittee is se~ding out new cei ved invitations, but everyfor-ms for their accounts to re- O!)e is invited to attend.
quest 1972-73 budgets.
Dr. Carl Riggs, vice president of Academic Affairs will
Mike Rose, secretary of stu~ give the address. This will
dent finance, said the request mark his first opportunity
fo_rms were revised to make since assuming his position to
them more specific and find address the entire University
out exactly where the money community.
will go.
Convocation marshal! is Dr.
The committee is also send- James Ray. ·
ing out i list of rules and proAn informal reception outcedures on requesting funds.
·Rose said it is the first budget side on the patio between the request rules ever written up Business and Education Build. ings will follow the ceremony.
forUSF.
The fin_ance COJnmittee' s
considerations in granting the
request are: fulfillment of objectives; the cost-benefit balance; and areas of the request that are not student
oriented.

Helming and other student
volunteers were able to collect $86, at th~ _go-go dance
held last Wednesday.

A letter has been sent lo
campus organizations asking
for contributions in a group
form, a minimum of 50 cents
per person, or $15. Thus far,
only two organizations have
contributed to the cause,
these were Alpha Phi Omega;
who is sponsoring the campaign, and Student Government.

Resident Students Unite Against

nts, Deari to
Stude_
•
star ·1n . ce.r,mony ·
•

student goal, while the faculty ~ nate money, the school would
surpass its goal.
has surpassed its goal.

FAROUT
""NOW» SHOP. ~
Plenty of Goo~ Stuff : :
Everything Right ON! . :
,Master Charge tWelcom,:
l 0-9 MON. - FRI.
10-6 SAT.

8872 Terrace Plaza

/

age. "

We like lo think of ourselves as the Cnaleau laS!e-Rolnschild

or the oulomolive world.

\·_ Can

-

you qualify

We keep gelling belier every year.
Since 1949, we've improved cur li!lle car over2,200 limes.
. loslyearwe gave ita more powerful E!ngine and neorl1
.
twice the luggage space it had.before.
This year we added 29 more improvements.
We found away lo keep engine noise down.
We found away lo make it nm better in c·old weo!her.
And we found a way lo make ii run even smoolher

in cold, hot orwhaleverweolheryou have in mind. ·
So it goes on.
Since '49, we've mode over a lnousand body end chassis
iq1provemenfs. '
· Since '49, we've made over a thousand engine and
lransmission improvements.
And the reason for oil this progress?
Since '49, we've spent obsolulely no lime making siUy slyling
changes.
What you see, once again, is whot you gef•

..,. . ....t·"'·~.
"

::.N>~::..

forbankingS New

~

· :Breed?

.-. -::: =-~~-;-+r::r .

. .,,.,,,?{ffilfI:IIl~ilii:1i:I:i:;:·

. They're yo~g. Our average new officer is 28. They're flexible.
The :kind who rush'out to meet change. They're self-starters.
Because they know stagnation is not our style.
We need·managers. You need a job. Does this suggest anything
to you? Why not see C&S, the 1;,~on-dollar bank at the
crossroads of the South? Where 80 out of the top 100 '
U.S. companies bank.
C&S' Don Rochow\vlll be on yonr
campus next weeJ.. Like to meet him?
Check with.your placement office now!
,

CgS
. The Citizens and Southem Banb In Georgia

·r

\

·•,❖

. "'-:.
t}::r>=:....: .
~ ::,•. -:

::.:-:-- •::.
......~-..
•.•❖·"»=•·

.

~t~.

· ../ 1972 SUPER BEETLE

'~---l~¥

·- '··t%~;:Irl~l1:;:t,:, ·:- :- '., _

Birdsong Motors, Inc.
11333 North Florida Ave.
-Tampa .

.
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Chaitkin elected pro .tem

Ortwein case set back

Adriaansen presides over first legislature
first ballot. In the final vote,
however, Chaitkin did Teceive
Oracle Stall Writer
a necessary vote for a majori· Joe Chaitkin, Student Government (SG) senator- ty of the quorum.
Presiding over his first leg-at-large, was elected presiislative
meeting, ,SG Viceodent pro tempore during the
regular legislative meeting President George Adriaansen
entertained three main moThursday night.
tions
and three resolutions, all
Chuck Brammer, commuter
of
which
were passed.
representative, broke a rollThe
legisfation
approved incall tie vote which gave Chaitcluded:
kin a one-vote advantage over
,,,, A resolution urging that
,newly - appqinted senatorformer SG Pres. Bob S. High: at-large Sandi Crosby.
INITIALLY ' DECLINING tower return to work with the
: his nomination by George SG in whatever area he felt
- Zink, engineering senator, he could 'do the best work and
: Chaitkin received· more votes best represent the students,
: than third-nominee Bill Davis passed 19-5.
v A resolution requesting
· but was out-voted by supportthat parking lot No. 10 be des~ ers of Miss Crosby during the
ignated as "free student parkI ing," submitted by Mark Lev"'1,
ine, passed with only one opposing vote.
v A ·resolution resolving
that the western-most two
rows (160 spaces) of the east
Tutoring School
half of parking lot 1 be designated as commuter parking
Offers: G.R.E'. Preparation
and that a copy of the resolu20 hours of instructian
tion be sent to each member
$100.00 tuition, Boo~s· extra
of the'~traffic committee for

By YALERIE WICKSTROM

--------•hi•-••
·1,·_.

te

501 $. Dale Mabry
Ph. 879-2581 & 879-3521

another setback last week.
According to. Dr. Tim ReilThe hearing, called to medi- ly, chairman of the hearing
ate the differences between panel, and Sotirios Barber,
Ortwein, Physical Education Ortwein's representative from
(PE) and Bowers, director of the American Association of
PE, was scheduled for Oct. , University . Professors, the
22.
postponements · wer_e due to
In the last week the hearing " unresolved procedural mat·
of the Academic Relations ters."
Committee of the University
The procedural questions
Senate has been postponed
twice.
were .raised by Ortwein's
The first postponement was council, Barber, and are now
until Nov. 12. That postpone- being reviewed by USF's
ment was postponed until legal council. A definite date
Nov. 19, and that one is tenta- will be announced, when the
tive.
questions have been resolved.

The long-awaited conclusion
to the ,continuing' drama involving Phillip Ortwein and
Dr. Richard Bowers suffered

TALIGNG ABOUT other
vey of lot 1 which showed that . ings agairst SG representaover a three-day period, there tive York Harris because of conflicts with which the executive branch is faced , Smith
was at no time more than a 41 non-attendance.
v' Because of the visitation 'told the assembly he pla nned
per cent use by faculty and
staff, with a low percentage of protest planned for ·9 p.m., the to "gather all our problems,
10 per cent taken at 9 a.m. legislature passed ·a main mo- hire an attorney, and go to
tion that · tomorrow night's · court. Then we will have our
Friday.
meeting start at 7 p.m. and changes once and for all",
v Repre·sentative
Bonnie aqjourn by: 8:55 p.m. · Intro- Smith continued . .. "We will
Zink introduced a main mo- duced by Ken Sech~n, the mo- have legal appeal and will
Official results of the SG
tion which called for ai divi- tion also urged legislative have problems.; resolved bereferendum on the Student Bill
sion of the legislative body support of the ralley.
fore they (the administration) of Rights held Oct. 20 · were
and gallery into groups of . SG-. Pres. Jeff Smith re- . can invent another ambigui_587-51 in favor of the proposal.
" s·m o k er s" q n d "non- ceived an·,, ovation from the ty."
'
smokers" and that the USF - legislative body prior to a reThe measure's · chief opposiadministration and faculty port of executive business.
It was also ieported that the . tion .was its uneven provisions
take similar steps to protect
Smith told the audience that recently voted-mi amendment for representation between
the rights of non-smokers to "if necessary, I .will take the to the SG constitution _p assed
residents and commuters. It
b_reathe un-polluted air in the . Froines case to the Board of the studJnt body with only 709
was also noted that SG had
classroom.
Regents" and he said he of the 18.000 affected students passed a similar bill before,
,,,, The quorum voted to would "use every means" to voting. The final talley was but nothing happened to it
658-51.
stai:,t impeachment proceed-· Tesolve the problem.
other than being filed away in
a desk.

Students vote
referendum in

MONOGRAMS
Needlepoint Yarn & Bags

. KINGCOMES TRIMMINGS
Pli. 935-8168

11615 Florida Ave. at Fowler

l .

·wALTDISNEY WORLD ;

immediate action, passed.
Also presented by Levine,
the resolution included a sur-

Special U.S.F. Bus
Nov. 20 Full Day Tour
Adults $J 4. 00
Bus· stop: County Court House .
but only eight people got on for the long trip
downtown to _register . to vote. The SG sponsored bus seemed empty with just the eight ,

~- calls for 'truth.'
D

By BENjA!\fiN WAKSMAN

(D ·

..

'~--- - ... .. ~ ,.
SELF-STICKING APPLIQUES

I

THE SONY: 630 1s-A

PROFESSIONAL~TYPE TAPE
RECORDER. IT'S ALSO A
,4O-WATT COMPLETE
STEREO CONTROL CENTER!

oracle Slaff Writer

!"f

.

Senator ~dm~~d . uskie
prom~~ed his · Politl?s of
Truth l~~ Thu:-sday _mght at
?- fund-raismg dmner in,,Tampa's Fort Homer Hester!}'. Armol1'...
.
. ,
,
~~ifing_ Richard N~xon s adllllmstration, Muskie_ called
for truth, trust, faith a nd
hope.
.
"THE TRUTH IS," he said,
"that this country has the capacity of proving there's one
place on this planet where full
justice is possible.
."We have the capacity for
building this ·kind of America.
"Trust is a delicate thing. It
means hope. . . . it· means
faith. But -most of all it means
believing . . . believing in a
man :and believing what he
says." ·
"THAT'S WHAT THIS country is ·an about . • . that's
what -holds · us together . . .
not an arsenal of nuclear
weapons . . • riot a record
G.N.P. . . . not a satellite
around the moon. But faith
. • . faith in ourselves.
"It's called democracy. And
it isn't built by postponing
programs. It's built by telling
the truth."
Stabbing the Nixon record
on.Vietnam,. Muskie -said, "no
rhetorical euphemism like
'winding •down _the war' can
keep th~ promis~ of ·p eace for
those who have died since tpe
promise .was made." -

MUSKIE ·SAID Nixon's
promise of an "all-out war on
crime" cannot disguise rising
crime rates in · almost every
major city in this country
since he took office. ·

• •

students but attempts to register students
wilLconti.nue.

!" Muskie knifes Nixon,
He talked about Nixon's
false promise for the "most
far-reaching and comprehensive program to save and Einhance our surroundings" and
about Nixon's failure to mitiate action to alleviate the
drug problem.
But beyond prq_mising to
"start programs," ~e didn' t
say specifically whaf the
Democratic Party plans to do
once "back , in the White
House next November."

ON FWRIDA POLITICS
Muskie admitted he didn't
know Gov. Reubin Askew
well, · b\lt that "Reubin" has
"classf ' He added he was
glad to have Lawton Chiles
and Sam Gibbons in "his -corner" and that he was opposed
to the Florida State Barge
Canal.
Across the hall on a stage
facing the head table, was a
ban_d that sounded like a cross
between 1940's swing and
1960's pop. They played before
and during dinner and right
after Muskie's speech.
1\ffJSKIE ARRIYED late
and raced between two rows
of straw-hatted "M u s k i e
girls!' While the girls twirled
and . waved their hats and
smiled, Muskie shook hands
and grinned.
Red-white-and-blue festoons
hung on lines stretched behind
the head table and 5-foot red
letters spelling "M," "U,"
"S " "K " "E" loomed behind
th~ spe~ker's rostrum. The'
"I" was a black-and-white
photo of Edmund Muskie looking stately ·and satisfied and
happy . . . almost like a pres-,
ident.

Children $12.00

lnciudes: Round trip transportation from University to Walt Disney
World,
\
Tickets for 7 attractions
Admission to Magic Kingdom Theme Park
Unlimited use WOW transportation system

Vegas & Vans
Do you. want
the secret to
a new discount
Chevy? Call
Your On-Campus
Representative. ·

Re·servations #974-2695
. ADM#I02

Mike Glenn
985-1376

AM'ERICAN OVERSEAS TRAVEL CORPORATIO~

Oracle Classifieds

5 Lines $1 °0,
(31 Spaces Ea.)

LAN 472

Ext. 2620
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Heat" the ·13_rusett children with songs from their latest album:
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.SATURDAY,OCT.30/7:15 p.m.
McKAY AUDITORIUM OF
TAMPA
,

(NEXT TO UNIVERSITY OF TAMPA)

,615 W. North BStreet
ONE BIG EVENIN·G··
You Will Never Forget

SQ NY ~ The Tapeway to Stereo
r·

®~

.•

®

The BRO-SETT CHILDREN

l

The exciting Sony/Superscope Model 630 -is both a sophisticated
profess1ona!-type 'three-head stereo tape recorder and a complete
stereo control center! Simply connect an FM tuner, turntable or record
changer, or anoJher tape dee~ - flip the sele.c!or syiritch - and you
instantly have any desired sound source for h~tenmg or recording!
You get a hefty/ 40 watts of dynamic•power, making the_ 630 a superb
nucleus of an entire stereo system. Three heads permit professional
recording techniques, such as (built-in) sound-on-soun~, echo effect,
and source/ tape monitoring. Besides a full comple~ent of controls
for unmatched versatility, the. 630 h_as such professional features as
a non-magnetizing record head, full-size illuminated VU. meters, ultr~high bias frequen cy for lowest recording distortion, and scrape flutter
filter. Frequency response is 30-22,000 Hz, wow and flutter 0.09%,
and signal-to-noise ratio 50 dt> THE SALE PRICE IS. • •
·
0

.,;

.~' .. . ..

RECORDING ARTISTS PRESENTING SONGS FROM TH~IR NEW, ALB.UM

j The BEAST • 666 and the MARKsau

'419.95

~.WHAT IS IT? WHO HAS I~? WHEN NO MAN CAN BUY_OR

~

<~

!!COTT FARRE

}

JOEO'~RAD

Visit Our New
Hi-Fidelity listening Room.

l

H~re are your

.SPECIAL

r
'

•:1
"
Hl FIDELITY STEREO
- CAR&HOME -

4273 W. KENNEDY BLVD.
TAMPA, PH. 872-S661

-oPEN NITELY TILL 9
SAT. TILL 6

·F·Tickets
ree·•

:
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Hightower rates. our thanks;
Smith has golden ·., o/Jportunity
Robert S. Hightower deserves.
the thanks of every student at

-USF.

I

First, for his service ·as Student
Government president, no easy job

under any circumstances. .
Second, for. his resignation.
Hightower's action took a great
deal of courage - more than serving the remainder of his term

would have required.-

In bis resignation, be showed
the concern for the students
which he demonstrated throughout his career in SG. ·

Out the Other
Vote of confidence?
By ROBERT BOYLE
Editor's Note: Staff Writer Robert-Boyle will be contributing
· a weekiy column entitled 'Out the Other."
·
BULLETIN: A warning has just been received from our underground sources at the Sleepy Time Cemetery. Be-Be, the
bugyou god, is making threatening advances toward students
at USF. All students are urged to take immediate precautions
to avoid being devoured by this monster. Balls of garlic and
the cross have been deemed as insufficient-protection against .
this menace. The only possible immunization against the bugyou is your voter registration card. Go immediately to the
Hillsborough County Voter Registration Office on your own,
or on the bus furnished by the USF Student Government.
Your life could depend on it.
In addition, I would like to convey the thanks of several
prominent figures to the s tudents, who have not bothered to ,
register. President Nixon and President Thieu would like to
convey· a very warm than~. fpr h~lping them to continue the
war in Vietnam.
·
Senators Eastland and Stennis, both Democrats fro,n
Mississippi, for your assistance_in delaying implementation of
Negro civil rights in the South.
Sheriffs Malcomb Beard and Don Genung are extremely
pleased that you apparently ·approve and condone th~ir ef- ·
forts to suppress members of the black and the students communities. They are also quite pleased with the support you
are· giving them in helping to stamp-out drugs and dl')lg users
in the Tampa Bay area, i.e., imprisonment and killings are
their most effective tactics.
Elizabeth Kovachevich thanks you for your support of the
'ban ori visitation in the USF divisions of the "Taxpayers' '
Whorehouses."
· 'The Florida State Legislature is happy to\ hear the support you have given them for passing legislation to reduce expenditures for education, the suppression of the First Amendment (free speech) they passed prohibiting the presence of
"radical" speakers on campus:.
'
· While you may feel you !:',re responsible for none of this,
and have ,supported none of it, in a very real way you have.
If you have not registered, · you cannot vote, and that 'is the
only voice politicians listen to. In government, SILENCE IS
CONSENT. Don't consent. Register Ito vote today!
'

Hightower felt· that his effectiveness had been hampered due to
internal SG conflicts. He did not
have the time needed to effectively
accomplish projects he considered
to be of the highest priority.
You might quarrel with his
method of establishing priority but
certainly not with his dedication.
Hightower made it clear that he
fntends to remain active a nd work
independently toward goals he con- .
• siders worthwhile and relevant for
the students.
So thanks, Bob, for being more
interested in the students than the
government.

***

· SG Vice President Jeff Smith
has now become SG Pres. Jeff
Smith following Robert Hightower's resignation last week.
Smith has· a rare opportu.n i~
for co-ordinating the ex:ecutive and
legislative branches of the SG. Although many SG president s have
served in the legislature, never has
th'e presiding officer of the legislature been elevated to SG president
during the. same t erm. Having
worked closely with the Senators
this year, Smith should be able t o
avoid internal conflicts.
Congratulations, :pres. Smith
and we look forward to the results.

Jeff Sm.ith· and R~bert Hightower

Student commentary

TClxpayer's pehitentiqrie~
,;
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are rumblings and rumors of insurgency.•
_The Board of Regents has declarea
and instituted its policy. Rege~t
J . J. Daniels has declared t)lat the policy
'AND
will remain in force for an unspecifiell
period to see how well it works. Last
..
week, in discussions with· residents of
The Oracle is written and edited by stu4ents at the University of South Florida. Editorial views therein
Alpha and Gamma Halls, Dr. Macke.y
:· are net.necessarily those of -t he faculty q,dviser or the University administration.
declared that the Boai;d of Regents coJlsiders visitation .a dead issue, at least
"for the remainder or' the academic
year."
We have been told that all channels
cornmun_ication with the powers that ~
:i
rernain open and that we are welcome to
• I
'use thein. There is only-'' iile-_problem:
one on the other end wilflisten.
,
·was w.asting my time''
Hightower:
· The students are insisting on the!,r
right to speak and to be heard.·They wiil
The COIJfliCt - of philosophy would
To the Student Body:
never have come to a head if it had not · .be heard. They will be heard tomorrow
It is never easy for a man to give up
night \Vhen they rally between Alpha ~r(d
been for the impeachment proceedings
an office or a position-in which he has
Next Tuesday, the voters of . to .a personal income tax. The .
• We also -agree with Gov. Askew invested a great deal of time and enerGamma Halls at 9 p.m. And they win
initiated by Mr. Bill Davis. The impeachFlorida will cast their ballots on an
amendment retains the specific·
continue to be heard until the Board of
and hope that the majority of Flor ment itself was not the danger and, simigy. It is never easy,_and yet at times it
amendment to the state constituprohibition ag-ains such a tax and
ida voters \Vill approve the amendlarly, it was not the cause of the resigna- Regents returns to them the rights ar(d
must be done.
1
tion authorizing. a tax on corporate
w~uld require another refefen-,
ment. ·
During the past year, I have coordi- . tion. What. _the initiation of proceedings .privileges of human beings..
did do, however, was to challenge the
.profits. At
present time, Flor{dum to remove it.
nated the affairs of the Student GovernStud!!Qt Government and my philosophy
da i~ one of eight states without
ment in expectation that my leadership
Gov. Askew has thrown the full
f
in a way that had never before been atwould help eliminate the irrationality,
such a provision in its tax struc- prestige of his administration betempted. This is significant because once '
)'
_,,
the emotidnalism, and the unproductiveture.
hind the amendment. He has ·
Mr.
Davis
initiated
proceedings,
many
ness of past governments. I wanted to ·
Sperling knocks SG
We strongly support the adoppromised to support repeal of the
end the reactionary emotional outbursts, . students who had grievances against me
tion of this amendment. ~he
sales tax on utilities and apartor my philosophy were ready to jump on
the condemning of political figures for
state must obtain new sources of
ment rents and stabilize real es- · Editor:
the emotionally exciting band~agon.
The Oracle welcomes let-. :
differences
of
opinion,
the
blatant
disre·. ··revenue if it is to increase funds
tate taxes as part of a larger pro- .
If you ever have a compla1nt and
gard for law, the "paper airplanes" of
ters
to the editor
all topics.: :
Once the excitement of the impeach: : to state universities ·a nd other · gram or' tax ref.a rm if tlle amend- wish to register that complaint with your the SG legislature, and the general un-..
.
All
letters
ment
mu.st
proceedings
be
signed
began,
a11:d. •
I
found
that I
• programs ·such as •ertvir<>nmental meht is passed. This reform would· representative in Student Government, I productive atmosphere of Student Govwas
.
spending
more
and
more
time
on
: pr~tectfon. . .
addressed including student. :
,,
benefit almost everyone in the
could pass along a few hints that would
ernment. Specifically, I wanted to help· the chclrges against me, and -1.ess time. on
·
·
state 1·n some way
·.
,
be helpful. ·As you trek
up
to
the
second
classification.
·
::
· · The alternatives
to ;a corporate
create a Student Government that would
producing for the students. I also found
.
1
if
There are even corporations,
floor of the UC, bring with you a sleepLetters
should
be
.no
mart!::
produce
for
students,
not
one
that
would
mcome · tax are unp easant
the
ing bag, a week's supply of food, wear
that much time, energy, and worry of
the victim of the proposed amend- loud-colored clothing, walk on all fours,
serve as a "safety valve" for emotional
state is to inc:rease its revenue.
than 100 words, _triple. spaced. •
Student Government leaders was being
hostilities.
, Two primary'' sources, \ sales tax ment, who are supporting Gov.
play a tuba, and bring your pet rhinocertypewritten. The editor re.: :
spent on ·the impeachment charges and
Unfortunately, there were those who
and ·_real estate ,taxes, already are . Askew. They agree that the tax is
os.
various other threats that began to surserves the 1;ight to edit or: :
. disagreed fundamentally with my ·philosa heavy burden on property own- fair and necessary · and preferable
•· .
face.·
By
any
rationalstandards,
Student
shorten
letters. L etters re.: ·
1 to
fncreased taxes. on their real esOnce you can see the inelaborate maophy of Student Government, and they
Government was wasting time and spin- •ers and consumers. Clearly, new tate.
chiriery set up specifically not to handle ,
,;eived Thursday ;wUl ve con-:.:
were bound ,aIJd determined to reverse
ning its wheels. I felt that I was wasting
areas of taxation are needed.
your problem you will realize why 1) the
~idered for publicat-ion the fol~:
the
trend
so
as
to
focus
more
upon
emomy time, too.
_
· The eprporate income tax is the
They realize that the Federal rip-off bgokstore is miles .away, 2) why
.tional issues. This was the root conflict
I
was
·
elected
President,
and
I
saw
·
lowing Wedn~sday .
::
"most difficult to pass on to .a con- . ·Government will in effect pay one ev!;)ryone.asked for 24-hour visitation and
that led to my resignation as Student
my
job
as
one
of
coordinating
a
rational
sumer" says Gov. Reubin Askew.
half of :the <'.!Orporate
due to the
goHess than what they started with,. 3) • Government President.
Student Government for the benefit of all .:,
And for ...any large company with · , f(;!deral tax laws.
,·
.
whY, we get such top name entertainThis conflict of philosophy may seem
students at South Florida. I was elected
\I
.national pricing policies, any in-'
ment, 4) why there is so much to do on
minor, but it was not. For example, it
to
produ,
c
e.
I
was
not
elected
to
lead
ircrease. woul~ be spread Jover tne
.:.weekends,·· 5) why stu~ents have to find
was frequently the case that activist sturational and unproductive protests, to· atSG t·o t~ke interest~
entire .oountry. Many smaller busi·
"
parking places in Thonotosassa and walk
dents. advised me to attack the administack the administration simply because
Dear
Df. Mackey, .~
.
nesses
not incorporated, so the
to_'.class, 6) why every other student body- . tration not because the administrators
they exist, or to fight all day long trying
tax would not affect them. The tax
We,
the
me)'Ilbers
asserts. their rights while we have" ours
of
-the
Student
Gj:>vdid anything (more than the usual)
to resolve factional disputes within Stliernment Legislature:'s.Cornniittee on Viswould orily be levied· on ·i ncome excaStrated by "The Book,''. 7) why most
wrong, but rclither because Student Body
dent
Government. This would have been
ot~er student governments press for libitation, would like to thank you for t~e
president,s are expected to attack admina waste of tirrie to me, and it should
ceeding, ~5;000; thµs exemp_ting the eralization of drug laws but we are get- . istrations. Now, , I do not mind kicking
considerable
time you spent Thursday
have been a waste of time to you as
·marginally profitable firms. '
~
ting rid of drugs on our campus . .
night
in
discussions
with residents of
Dr. Mackey or Dr. Howell if they de-, well. I was not willing to waste my time.
i '.!'he J~igge.st fear :of _voters is
Where does this "fishin" list end?
,Alpha and Gamma Halls on the subje~t
serve
it,
but
frequently
I
was
asked
to
do.
• Jhat the corporate
will lead
The Florida Board of Jtegents
of the Board of Regents visitation policy.
ROBERT S. IDGHTOWER
it without reason.
Benjie Sperling, 3SSE
·
·"
was probably expecting the furor
Your ·concern for the· students'• feelings
over visitation .in campus. dormiin this matter is sincerely appreci~te(:l.
toPies which swept the state last
It is unfortunate, however, that many
·spring to quietly slip from every~
IS er critiques
ar em a et company
students have indicatecl' to us that tlie .
one's mind tnis fall. After the fraEditor:
dence·; to perform them really well
Beta requests dryers discussions failed to clarify the issuj!.
ditional apathy set in, students '
May I take exception to some obsershowed great artistic competence. BaIndeed, it would seem that many stu. · ANPA PACEMAKER AWARD 1967, 1969 would~ forget the:re ever _was a
vations of your critic. on the "sloppy"
lanchine's choreography is extremely dedents left the meetings with more nu•
Editor:
.
- ACP-ALL-~ICAN SINCE 1967
more liberal visitation policy
work of the corps de ballet in the excelWe the representatives of Beta feel
manding. "Concerto Barocco," for
merous and more distressing questioQs
.
F"
·
·
h
'
d
r
d
USF
d
·to
l_
e
nt
performance
by
the
Harlem
compaexample;
than
before.
is
a'
real
tour
de
force,
nothing
that
the
laundry
facility
as
it
exists
now
' ·, P_ublished weekly . on Wednesdays during the ICI•
Ive .un e
ornn ry
· ,dem1c: year by. the jJniversity of South Florida, - 4202
l~ss than the visual realization of coun- is inadequa(e to ineet the needs of the
residents shattered this dream
We on the visitation committee have
ny? Any ballet company will have "slopFowlet Ave., Tampa, Fla. 33620. Second Glass postage
py" spots in aiJy performance ,· the art of
terpoint and fugue, requiring the stric~onsidered and discussed your remarl5s
residents. The cause of this inadequacy
paid, II Tampa, Fla.
. last week with a raUy which feawith genuine interest. Nevertheless, our
is the inability of the dryers to keep up
'
.
CIRCULATION RATES
tured the effigy-burning o'f Rethe dance demands an exquisite perfec- test precision of .t!:!mpo and movement.
' Slngle Copy (non stud t )
10
t
tion th_a t is p'robably impossible to SUS·
The··Harlem company i.vas not faultless;
with the oµtput from the washers. We · efforts to determine student attitudes
·
en s - - -------------cen 5
gen~_Eliz_abeth Kovachevich.
Mail Subscription, suo for Quarters 1,, 11 and 111,
I have never. seen a faultless perforfeel that what is needed now is not new. have led us to conclude that manY. stµ $1:00 for Quarter IV; $5.00 per year.
p ,1
•
b ·
d t
11 tain throughout an entire program. I
< ,Office of, Student Publications, the director: -LAN ..
. 1.ans . ar~
emg -ma e O ·po
The critical point tn ballet -is effect mance .of this work. But it was magnifidents are determined to emphasize their
washers but faster and larger dryers.
.472,--0)hone 974,2617. Newsro:oi:n, LAN 469, phones . residents on· the · visitation policy
Vl·sgal, dramatic, drynarn1·c. The Harlem
974-2842 a!l(I 97-4-261V" Adver:t1smg, LAN 472, phones
·. •
•
cent.
The
effect
was
beautifully
realized.
opposition
to the present visitation pofi.
To
this
end
we
request
that
Mr.
King,
97• 2620 and • 97◄·25~-- ·
·
,
.
desired. The.
rally·
scheduled
for
to- • c_·ompany scored with the best·, the "slopMoreover, the dancers were a ·real com- Director of Housing, canC?el the existipg , cy.
. ; •. Deadlines:. Adverhsmg, Wec1nesc1av
noon tor ]!l·
•
•
•
•
• •
. sertlon - the following Wednesday, Requests for news morrow will comc1de with s1m1lar
py": bits were never permitted to spoil
pany; they supported each other. Above
We feel that efforts to do so can be~t
order for a new washer and dryer of the
coxerage, Wednesday for publication the following
·
Gamesv1
·
·11e ·and T ll
' '
rd
;wednesda_y: _General. ~e:,,s, noon _Friday for Wednes- protests lil
a a- . the effect. Their p gram was ambitious
all, they supported- the effect. This is
be channeled in a peaceful; positive arid
same make and model as those presently
day pubhcat,on. Classified ads _w,rr- be taken- S a-.m. · ·hassee showing a strong statewide
and 1 found their performance nothinba
what a good baUet company· does, and being-used in the laundry room a,nd that
constructive . dir,ection through Stude(lt
to ~ p._m., Monday . through Friday, ,n person or by
•
ma,, wit~ payment enclosed. Clas~i~i~ ad deadline is student feeling against the vistaless
than
first-rate.
.
the
Harlem
company
did
it
very
well
Government
guidance. We further · feel
in
their
plaee, Mr. King purchase one
noon Friday for Wednesday pubhcahon.
•
•
·
Editor .,---- - - - - - ---- Mary Ellen Moore tion policies.
indeed.
This is :the more remarkable in vfew
that
the
responsibilities
of our positions
new
large
cemmercial-type,
15
minute
Ma_nag_,ng Editor ________:, ____ Laurel Teverbaugh
]
h
d" .
of the· conditio
f
f
th
As for their very own work, "Rhymerequire of us an active interest in thls
. Editorial _Editor --------,------------- Eliot Sater
The Orac e
as e 1tor1ally
·
ns O per ormance:
e
cycle dryer to be_installed in the Beta
News Editor --------------- ------ Beth Sera ta
•ti • d · ti, le VlSl
• •tat·lOil · poliCleS
•
limitations
of our
stage and
the use of
tron," it was a real mind-blower! My ad- laundry room.
matter of greatest1concern to the stu( Makeup Editor -------- ________ Paul Wilborn
Crl ClZe
,
·
··
copy Edit~r _____________________: _ Vicki Smithson
and supported student efforts to
taped music. The absence of a supportmiration for Mitchell's. tour de force in
dents.
But, if the commercial dryer is not
~ rts Editor -------------- -------- Norman Googe I
ive ·conductor left no way t O compensa t e
putting the black spirit into ballet form
Adlvities" Eilitor -------~--:___ : __ _;._ Walt Steigl~man. . . change therr1.
We shall seek to promote, from ~11
feasible,
we would like to suggest that
Photographe r ------------- --- ------ Sieve .soc1,koff
•
•
for any technical limitations of the danc•
is unbounded. Sister, that ballet had
quarters,
an ongoing, respect for this
two
dryers
be
purchased
instead
of
the
.
Advertising
Manager____
----------------;-Bill _ewsk1
Kop(
We continue
to do so now. ..ers in the tr1'cky b1'ts.
Bus,ness Manager
______________ B1
II W1sn1
W
·
soul !
University
and its officers. As always,
extra washer.
Ailvisor __, _, ___________ ____ Prof, Leo Slalnaker Jr.
.
e hope that the nonviolent
TQ perform "Concerto Barocco,"
MARGARET B. FISHER
your further comments are welcometl.
protests will continue and prove '"Agan," and "Fete Noire" under these
Assistant to the Vice President
BETA GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION
,
COMl\llTl'EE ON VISITATION
~lE.'1fr~ffilfa1&trr.ftD:%'!%Y22I.~
. ,h i ;:,,t!f':£. that visitation is not a dead issue. · -conditions showed ,gre?-t artistic confiFor Student Affairs.
Stephen E. ~lathery, President
SG Legisla1u:re
'-

-.~-
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DITORfALS

COM·M ENTAR.Y

·- --------------------,--- ------------------------ -

Byl\lA~K~Al\lS
Editor's Note: Adams is a Student Government Representative.
Mark Twain once said, "I believe the
Lord created man because he was disappointed in the monkey." My proposed
amendment is to strike "man" and ins,e rt "Regent."
'
In a blaze of righteous fervor, the
Board of Regents has embarked on a
holy· crusade to tid our fair campuses of
the scourge of " taxpayer's whorehous-

es." Under the banner of Joan of Kovachevich, the .great purification has
begun. Gone now are those dens of iniquity and in their place, there now stand,
noble and proud, the symbols of the new
order, "taxpayer 's penitentiaries.~•
But alas, all is not yet peaceful. The
inmates are restless. In their unreasonable insistence on such frivolities as human rights a nd individual freedoms, they
blindly reject the venerable watchword of
the new orqer, "in loco parentis." There

ef

•

Corporate income tax needed
·for more reve~ue, tCJx .reform
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St. Petersburg Can:,pus adds

Sewag~ system 'rotte'n'

new staff members to ranks
l

ter group session that meets
two hours each week during
the quarter.

. ST. PETERSBURG - Stu- seniors, as a psychologist he
. dents l~oking for work or play , also provides counseling serat USF s S~. Pet~rsburg qim- · vice to students and staff.
pus can fmd either through
two new St. Pete Campus
Counselil)g ranges from vo' cational and educational asstaff members.
Recently joining the St. sistance to marriage and fam'. Pete campus staff were Erik ily relationships and en~oun: Thoreson, University Counsel- ter and sensitivity training.
' ing Psychologist, and Art Cos"We're trying to put togeth: grove, Student Activities and
er a c,ounseling service stu: Organization~ director.
dents see as a place where
Though part of Thoreson's they can get help," says 'Tho·. job involves finding parttime reson.
·work f~r students and permaThoreson directs an encoun,' nent positions for graduating

"The purpose of the group
is to move a person thrbugli
his present stage of personal
growth," says Thoreson.

·.----.... -------....-----------~

1.1tatcrnit!' ,
I

Barbershop

-1

- i
I·

:

l!}OUitt

WIN A FREE.STYLE IN OUR I
·I
POOL
FOOTBALL
. I
· ·

·JI

f
I

l Pick the winner of the following games and call t~e
sco're of the tie-breoker. Submit to the Froternity_House
II by Fridoy.
I Arizona ••.•.. ~ •••••••.• Air Force............ ....
Houston~ ••••••••••••••• FSU -~••·•••••••••••• •··

1.
1

Thoreson, a native of Denmark, spent one year at St.
Petersburg Junior College,
Cosgrove has been in touch
one year in the Pinellas County school system and two with St. Petersburg Parks and
years at Mankato State Col- . Jack Puryear in working out
preliminary plans.
lege in Minnesota.
' "We hope our approach will
He received a Master's degree in counseling from East- be innovative· and that the
city recreation program will
ern Michigan University.
consider ours helpful in pickThoreson's office is the ing up the recreational void
north wing of Building B, after the age ·of l!l," says Cosroom 127. Phone extension is grove.
260.
Cosgrove has a master's degree in recreation from Indi· ana University. He was pretio~o~f;i;t~:
ation to the student in his own viously assistant recreation
director in Westport, Conn.
environment," he says.
Instead i;tf limiting recreaHis office is in B Building's
tion to the campus, Cosgrove
is initiating a program. where- lounge area, ' room 115-A.
by St. Pete Campus students Phone extension is 264.

i:~: . ~:k:~~~~::

Special Ta The Oracle

Biologist Bob Adams, recently pronounced the Hillsboro Bay "in . rotten shape"
because of inadequate sewage t re a t m e n t facilities.
Adams is a member of the
Hillsborough ~aunty Pollution
Control Commission.
Major causes of area sewage pollution are ' two local
sewage treatment plants. Alr though overpopulation is caus1ing overlo~ding' of · some
plants, the major problem
here is inadequate· facilities.
The · City sewage treatment
plant uses only . the · primary
form of trea~ent. Primary
sewage treatment consists of
a screening and s e t tl i n g
process.
Statistics in "A U.S: Primer
on Sewage Pollution" showed
that 30 per cent o'f the municipalities in the U.S.. use only
primary treatment. Primary
treatment alone is considered
by most sources to be entirely

FSU .'E·ng•Ineers· •IO•·In USF.
I.
I
-

'

said.

·

The move involves about
five faculty members and 300
students. It will be done a lit-

tle at a time, Kopp said, with
20 to 30 students transferring
per quarter.
Why the move?
" The problem with the FSU
School of Engineering is that
it's not located in an industrial area. It has no affinity
with industry," Kopp said last
Thursday, the day before the
Regents gave the final OK for
the move.
"They tried to develop an
elite program, only accepting
st;udents with a 3.0 average;

-

'

'

favor legal abortion
'The results of a nationwide aware of the abortion laws in
poll, conducted recently< by their respective states.
v' An overwhelming majorithe Council on Abortion Research and Education, indi- ty preferred the adoption ofcate widespread public approv- an ·abortion-on-demand statute in their states.
.
al of legal abortion.
The poll was conducted by · .,,, A similarly large majorithe Colljlci! as pa):t of its re- ty reported .that the ,need for _
search and education activi- dissemination of ab-ortion inties and to further its efforts formation was great in their
to provide information and as- states.
,,.,,, Regarding such· dissemi, sistance regarding legal abortion. According to Richard nation, most felt that this
Roman, executive director, should be handled through
the poll is believed to be the doctors, , social welfare agenfirst of its kind since the liber- cies, or through non-profit
alization in July 1970 of New abortion information agencies.
According to Roman, the
York State's abortion law.
results of the poll
preliminary
distributsheets
poll
Of the
ed, 3000 ' returned, indicating indicate clearly a need for re.vision of the existing abortion
the following:
laws, as the public desires.
v' Over 70 Mr cent favored
Roman also indicated that the
marabortion . for si~gle and
ried women in alniost any council is planning to publish
more detailed results of the
family circumstance.
poll in the near future. These
v' Over 80 per cent favored
the abortion if the mother's would include_ a breakdown
physical and:or mental health and analysis of the results acwas impaired, or if the child cording to the age, sex, race,
was to be born with a severe religion, education, marital
~tatus, and geographical
.congenital defect.
.,,, Respondents were, for background of the respondthe ~ost part, completely un- ents.

'

onald's
u LI®
920 E. FOWLER AVE., TAMPA,

You'altcome!
HEAR??!!
Be a-waitin fer ya!
Friday, Oct. 29th
OCT. 29th
HALLOWEEN
PARTY
AT

FRANK &
RITA'S
Restaurant
22nd and Fletcher

69c,

ALL DAY
LONG!!
Complete Dinners
From $1.25, OUlt
TREAT IS WITCHES
BREW

. i J«1c. Ya

STEAK
at

HAMBURGER
·PRICES

Halloween Chicken Ro·ast.
300 lbs. -of Barbecued Chicken

I

on Oct. 31, with a
Sunday, 4 p.m. 'til
mini Musical· Fol~ Fest outside at Mi Back
6902-N. 40th St.
Yard. For only 75c . ON THE HILLSBOROUGH RIVER

'

ALSO
FRIDAY, OCT. 29
From 8 p.m. - 10 p.~.
Pitchers of draft beer
$1.QO

1. Sirloin Strip ••••••••••• ••• ·• 1.99

i

, , Jusr I
1mcl<i11le7 ("la tii)
·vd.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

1.59
r:eone....... ~ .....••.·..... 2.99
8-oz. Chopped Sirloin • • • • • • • • 1.39
Bonanza Burger Deluxe ••••••• 79c
6-oz. Boneless Sirloin Butt •••• 1.69
Fried Chicken ••••••••••• ••• 1.39
Fried Shrimp Platter •••••••• 1."59
Fish Platter ••••••••••• •••• 1.59
Rib-eye •••••••••• ! .• •

• • • • •

TAKE OUT - 10 CENTS EXTRA

&

10009 N. FLORIDA AVE., TAMPA

Live music out in

Come as you are! No Tipping

-the back yard.

TlleR11llen ·

vCltbaua
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTLY-

·Telephone 932-3401

~STAURANT
LOUNGE

l

.·Featuring: ,fAB-ULOUS
QUINT BROTHERS

working on a 'Cadillac' program instead of a 'Ford.' You
knciw that not all students can
become exotic spice engineers," Kopp said. "They
were pricing themselves out
of ,the ·market.''
"Here w ti have a program
four times as large as theina;,
with 1100 students to their 300.
We have more than enough
coursew9rk to be even with
them in preparation and we'd
like them to join us as soon as
possible," Kopp saicl

Poll shows citizens ·

-ii---~~-;;;..

""'ij-

/

.

The Florida. State University (FSU) School of Engineering has started to move here
and will be completely integrated •by fall next year,
Edgar W. Kopp, clean of the
USF College of Engineering

ARE
HERE!

Breakfast Special

inadequate for most needs. One of these methods is a is believed to remove 98 per
Secondary treatment using physical-chemical plant de- cent of organic material.
more complex methods would signed to remove phosphorus,
Electrodialysis uses elecremove 90 per cen't of the or- and nitrates from the water tricity and chemically treated
ganic matter according to the by using a lime process.
plastic membranes to remove
Adsorption and electrodial- salts from the effluent.
Primer.
Davis said MacDill Air ysis are two other methods
Adams believes that both
. Force Base, which discharges which are being experimented
the city plant and the MacDill
~nto the fast side of the bay, with.
During adsorption, the ef- plant will convert to some
1s not removing the nutrients
passes through a bed of form of advanced treatment
fluent
from the sewage although it is
carbon. This method by 1973-74.
activated
capacity
within
well
operating
_li_i_iii_ri~ii;-if_;_ii!i~iii-iii;- i-iiiiii_i:;_i~=-•-;i--if-• P-•-iiii
limits.
Partially treated sewage
_brings in nutrients including
nitrates and phosphates which
cause "tremendous growth"
of algae in the Bay. As the
,
algae growth spreads, others
species ·die ·and sink to the
bottom. Sediment builds u·p
FOUNTAIN
and an increased demand for
ROOM
13116 FIORIOA AVF.
oxygen. is evidence of the pollution which results.
STA'l~LEY J,
·
M,ore advanced methods of
MARY A, FIJJ.1.
and
lH6
935•
JEl.
being
treating sewage are
A.M. TO 11:30 P.M. EV,ERY 'DA)"
11
te~ted in Washington, D.C.

1

YO-fOS

WITCHES' DAY

Cosgrove plans a pilot program in one St. Petersburg
Community .Center "to see
whJch people in what center
will take advantage of the
program." Later plans call
for expansion to additional
centers.

By MIKE KILGORE

1 ----------~----------------------

I Michigan ••••• :·••••••••• ·1ndia!la • • • • • • • • • • •... • • •
I Nebr~ska ••••••••••••• \•• Colorado ••••••••• ~.....
I Notre o,me ••••••..•••• Navy,............ ....... . I
- Oklahoma •••••••••••••• Iowa St•••••••••••••••••
·1 Southern Methodist ••• , • Texas ........ , • • • • • • • • • I
I UCLA ••••••••••••••••• •• W~s~~~gton • • • • • •• •• • •• I
I Purdue ••••••••••••••••• M1ch1gan St•• ·• .......... I
LSU •••••·•••••••••••• ■•• I
I -· Mississippi •••••••••••••
t
TIEBREAKER
'
I floi-ida ••••••••••••••••• Auburn......... ........ I
I NAME .. . .. . ..... - .... '. .. PHONE ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • II
·
I
I ADDRESS··-·•-- .~ ---····· .· ········· ; ·············· I
L ____ :.,__lJ!!,l~~ ~!.L~~---.:. .--J

·!!BEWARE!!

can participate in programs
·at community centers.

t-4 & 50th St. {Q.S. 41)

PHONE 61? 208%
0

Picadily Bar
~STEAK PLAIN ..........,. •... '. ... 70c
STEAK ONION .••• , •• •. •• . . ••. • • 70c
STEAK CHEESE •• ~ ...... ...... ... 80c
STEAK & GREEN PEPPER •......• :70c

MEAT BALL HOAGIE ••.••.•••...• 70c
REGULAR HOAG IE ............... 80c
HAM & C~EESE HOAGIE ......... 80c
SALAMI-CHEESE •• , ••••••.••••••• 80c
Peppers, Sc (aplianal}
-.--

The Steak Hoagies are made with
All Cold Cut Hoa$1ies include Lettuce, Tomatoes, Onion, Salt, Pepper, · · Rib Eye Steak, thinly sliced and fried
onions
Oreg'ano, and Salad Dressing on our . and Iserved with ' or without
.
and cheese.
own Italian Rolls.

HOURS ·

,

Regular Hoagie

9 AM-1 AM . Imp, Boiled Ham, Cooked Salami, ,
Sliced luncheon Meat, Provolone
MON.-SAT.

l PM-12 AM
SUNDAY

Cheese

All bread baked in our own Bakery

2806 Busch Blvd.
Ph. 935-9931

Real ·c old Beer
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Up bounders
college

Lecture scheduled

The USF Upward Bound Brown College and similar
Bridge Program has placed 76 learning facilities.
·
s tu d e n ts from povertyPride said the federally
stricken families in higher funded program is presently
learning facilities throughout recruiting high school juniors
i the United States this year.
from pov~rty-stricken families
Richard · Pride, USF Up- in Hillsborough, Manatee,
ward · Bound director, said Sarasota, 'Pasco and ,Polk
while 25-of these students are Counties .. During ·the summer
enrolled in . '_'quite diverse" quarter, Upward Bound stu:inajors at USF, other students dents reside ·at USF and at•
from the program are study. tend classes here in subjects
,. ing at Grambling, - Louisiana including English, reading,
State, Xavier, Florida A & M, speech, physical sciences,
Florida S t a: t e, Louisville, ' consumer economics, mass
Southern, Tenness~e State, . med!,a, music, drama and
Howard a:nd Southern Method- ~hysical activities.
ist Universities, ' MassachuDuring the regular school
setts Institute of Technology, year, the program tutors 150
Tuskegee . InstHute, . Morrjs- high school students at USF.

..

'\

DOCTOR~ DISCOVER NEW PILI. - fOR TREA"MENT OF ACNE
This report deal$ with a new form cf ~lfur. Sulfur is probably the
safert medicine known to man. M, Hannoo fourid particles of
t~eioni2ed or activated sulfur. taken by mouih :a re so fine and
tmy_they can be absorbed rapidly from the intestine. or, Hannoll

feels theionized sulfur's effectiveness

mere

rapldlY

'll>

occurs becatl$8 It reacts

influence all organs including lungs, circulation,

kidneys and-above all the skin,' This reaction takes p!i'c a becausa
'theionized sulfur not only Is rapidly_concentrated in the blood but
1hls high blood sulfide !evel Is carried to the 's_kin to ~uce h iglt
concentrations at the site where the acne begins. ThlS Is the rea•
.son theionized sulfur is so effective in pustuar acne of the 'hien•
ager. Or~ L. D, Bulkley confinned Or. Hannon's findings. He
treated · s,xty"!li'!'!

acne patients wit!t 1heionized sulfur analogue.

He found the,onized sulfur analogue effective for acne )\'hen used

or

combined With other measures. The d[Ug wa!. most et•
fechve for teenag1> acne whether pustular' or cystic.
AVAILABLE without a prescription • • ' • AKNE-!(AP$ onyY ~Uf
alon~

AVAILABLE .AT BEnER DRUG COUNTERS

Dr. Wright, of Westinghouse Corp., will
speak; to College of Engineering students ·act.
25 from 7 to 11 p.m. in the Engineering Auditorium.
"

Women's lib meets
Women's Liberation of USF. ·meets every
Monday at 2 p.m. in UC 215.
Anyone~interested in the social, educational,
economical and ·political status, of women is
welcome. The club is making plans for various
projects including films ·and guest speakers.

' ·GORDON'S
'~-;•:.iewELERS

Public hearing set

USF's Booster Club plans to sponsor a· twoday holiday basketball tournament Dec. 16 and
17. They hope to -draw "name" teams to
Tampa for the initial event.
"-·
The tournament hopefully will be played at
Curtis Hixon Convention Center, current home
of the Golden Brahmans.
Wisconsin, Colorado State, Mississippi
State, Duke, Tulsa, Iowa State and Drake University are among teams interested in playing
in the holiday tournament, according to Don
Williams, basketball~oach. ·

FSU business director here

SG positions o~n

· Tournament sponsored

Film forum meets today

ETHOS, a black. w◊men's organization, is
sponsoring .an extravaganza Nov. 5 from 8 to
9:30 p.m. in the UC Ballroom. The purpose of
the event is to inform women about ETHOS
and its ideas and goals.
•

Halloween party planned
An Intensive Tutorial (IT) Halloween Party
is planned for Oct; 30 at 1:30 p.m. at the First
United Church on Fowler Avenue two miles
east of USF.

Course numbers adopted
A uniform

course numbering system will be

implemented in the fall quarter, 1972 in ,,a ll
Florida community colleges and universities.
The plan was announced in the Memo, ,a publication of the office of Chancellor Robert B.
Mautz.
. The article states, "After 'approximately a

B

- ~~

Film forum meets

GORDON'S
·

~JEWE:LER~
'
IM TA.VA SHOP ir GDRDOff'S
• 3m BRITTON PLAZA SHOPPING ¢TR,
• NORTHGATE SHOPPING CENTER
• TERRACE PLAZA,'Tl;MPLE TERRACE
0T11ER STORES 1N: sr;,m11Sat1RG.ct.eARWATEF1,
5EMINOLE, BRAlll;NTClll,fl.ANT Cl'!Y ANO LAKEI.ANO,

0

I

9-2-06•14

,

There will be a meeting of-the Film Forum
next Wednesday, Oct. 27 at 2 p.m. in UC 204.
Opportunities for advancing film activities
will be discussed.

Beeman also has information on tutorial assistance,
business loans, and GI Bill
f{ome building, His hours are
12:30 'p.m. to 3 p.m., Monday
through Friday in University
Center 176.

He pointed out that although
there have been some problems this quarter, 'Uncle
Sam' will make up for them

The problem is -that the VA
needs certification of enrollment for each veteran student, and this cannot be· done
until classes have I commenced. This time -lag plus
the fact that there are 2000
veterans in attendance make
it a time-consuming task.

Carres
and
Associates
Makes
Waves with

In his role as liaison between
student veterans a:nd the VA,
Beeman is anxious to assist
a:ny GI Bill recipient who is in
need of guidance 'o r . ~dvice.

~

No-set perms

/'

(r.

FILM ClASSICS-

For Men & Women

~/
'//4...

"Closely Watched
Trains"
(CZECIJ.)

,

\
shag lags and sags
-ThenIf your
try·one of-our No-Set Perms
• New York Hair1f)'U1ts
• 4237 Bay to Bay'
• Phones 837..3489 ~ 837■3480
• Open Tues.•Sat.
'

,/

B~st Film ~f the Year

Oct. 27· 7, 9 p.m..

by,paying full ~nefits for the
month of December.

"If I don't know the answers, I can find them," Beeman said, "and there is a lot
I .don't know yet."

LAN 1,03

•

Language seniors .meet
All seniors in modern languages are requested to meet at 2 p.m. todaz_in fanguageliterature 120. The purpose of the -meeting is
to form a committee of seniors for active participation in the Department of Modern Languages.
Fred D. Leary, retired Chairman of the
Board of General Telephone Company of Florida, will speak on "Social-Responsibilities of
Business" 1n the Education Kiva ·today at
7:30_ p.m.
.
·

THE

·11t-FASHIO#

STORE
\

Philosophy Club meets
The USF Philosophy Club will meet Mon•
day, Nov. 1 in LAN 115.
There will be some discussion' of methods
and problems of research. All interested phil~
sophy students are invited to attend.

!.

'j,·

-!

!
NORTHGATE SHOPPING CENT~R
WESTSHOR~_P~
. OOWNTOWN: 705 FRANKLIN ST.
BRITTON PWA SHOPPING CENTER

OW'iCLE

ULLETIN BOARD

· Bulletin ·Board notices should be- s@nt . tor •'may submit his or her name for
nomination, no endorsement required.
direct to "Direclor Student Publications. LAN 128" (ext. 2617) no later
Faculty nominations lo be submijted lo
than noo'n Thursday for )lUbllcatlon Iha
Dean's office of each college; A & P
following Wednesday.
submit to Phyllis Marshall, CTR 156A;
Career Service to Mar1an Ross, OPM
100; Patricia Oakes, iJLI 223; and Pa
t rlcla Coe, BUS JOI , SI. Petersburg
Fall Frolics: Tickets available al UC
<Jampus submit nominations 1o Prof.
Info Desk or ""Jimmy Webb & Goose· C. E. Pavne. Nominations oPen Mon.,
Creek Symphony," Fr-i ., Nov. S, and for
Nov. 1, close Fri.. Nov. s, -' p.m.
'' Delaney & Bonnie · & Friends," and ·
secretaries Luncheon: Fo r resel'Va"Jeff Arthur & Friends," Sat., Nov. 6• • tions, phone June Bobbitt, 2171. If you
Family Nigh!: Sponsored by Intramust cancel, do so before 26th. LunchService Committee of UC Program
eon Is Oct. 28, noon, CTR 256.
Council, Friday, Oct. 29. Games, r ides
Staff Insurance: Open enrollment dur& ton: 6:30-8 P.,m., UC; Costume Paing November & December. Conlact
rade: 8: 15-9 p,m. and Children's M_ovle,
Personnel, Employee Benefits Sect ion,
9-9:30 Theatre.
•
FAO 11,, ext. 2438 tor ,s ign-up. Coverage
Planetarium-ObServatory Open Night:
effective Jan. 1. 1972. ✓ ,
Friday, Oct. 29, 7:30 p,m. Reservations
Fulbright-Hays Grants and Travel
requested. Call 97-4-2580.
Grants information available in OHice
WOCC!row· Wilson Diuertalion Fellow- _of Graduate Stydles. Appl ications avail• .
ships: Any student who expects to comable soon. Interested persons contact
plete PhD In HUM or SOC SCI within 4
ADM 226:
e:: alendar years after beginning graduate
TODAY
sl\Jdy may apply prior to Jan. 15, 1972.
Tune. in tonight, 6:JO p.m., to two-way
Write to: Mrs. Janet A. Mitchell, Dir.,
radio, "Access" on WUSF-FM, 89 ,7.
Woodrow Wilson Dissertation Fellowship
Phone 974-2215.
Program, Box 6-42, Princiton, N.J.
'
THURSDAY
.
08540 . .
Veler1n Advising, 9 a.m., CTR ~
Postdoctoral Fellowsh/ps: Available
BIS L'uncheon, noon, CTR 255
for scientists and engineers in basic reSKrttariu Luncheon, noon, CTR 256
search & advanced tra ining at Federal
JPanhellenlc FO$hion Show, 7 p.m ..
labs. Deadline is Jan. 15, 1972. For ad•
CTR 248
dlttonal information contact D_iv.. cf
FRIDAY
Sponsored Research, ext. 2897.
Sports Car, .t'Autocross," 6:30 p.m.,
Dr. Robert Earnest: Dir. of Grad.
PE Parking Lof'I
,
·
Studies at FSU, will be available lo
UCPC Movie, "My Fa ir Lady/' 7:30
talk with a~y studenls who are Interand ·10 p.m ., LAN 103
.
SATURDAY
_
'\
ested in graauate work. sus 301, Mon,
day, Nov. 1; 10 a .m .-4 p.m.
Film Assoc. -Movies, 7 P.m., CTR 252
Nominations tor University s1na11:
5-1•. Car RIIIY, 7 p.m., PE Parking
Any person wishing to serv~ as ~ Sena•
Lot
UC Movie, "My Fair Lady," 7:30 and
10 p.m., LAN 103
,
, Pl'flidenl's Ball, 9 .p.m., CTR 248 and
255,256.

Officiql Notices

•.

,

Dr. Robert Earnest, director of Graduate
Student Government has vacancies in its
Studies-Business Administration at Florida legislature, the executive department, the StuState University will be in the Business Con- dent Court of Review, All-University Comference 301, from 10 a.m. · to 4 p.m. Oct. 25. mittees and the Election Rules Committee.
He will be available -to talk with any ·stu- 'Anyone interested in a:ny of these positions
dents interested in graduate work.
stiould contact Paul E. Bradley, secretary of
Public Relations in UC 219, ext. 2401.
The Film Forum will meet today at 2 p.m.
in University Center (UC) 204. Opportunities
for advancing filin activities will be discussed.

Laws delay aid ;to vets A
Veterans Adviser, Dan Beeman, 5HUM, said the delay in
veterans' benefits is due to
certain certification requirements needed by the Veterans
Administration (VA).

year of negotiations, a common coursenumbering plan . has been developed for all
public and J?rivate universities and ,community
colleges in Florida. The numbering-system will
apply to all courses from freshman to graduate level."
The plan will improve relations among the
universities and simplify student · program
planning.
The· House Interim Study Committee on
Water Resource Management will meet in the
UC Oct: 29 at 9:30 a.m. The room number will
be posted in the UC.
·
' The purpose of the public hearing is to acquaint the committee with the water resource
programs and problems of the southwest Florida region. On Saturday, . Oct. 30, members of
the committee will conduct a field investigation of water management projects in tlie
' area.
All interested parties are invited to participate in the hearings. Anyone who wishes to address the committee at the Oct. 29 meeting
should contact Frank Caldwell, ·306 Holland
Building, Tallahassee, 32304, 904-224-1277, ext.
394, as soon as possible.
·

ETHOS sponsors extravaganza

\
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(Chem ., E.C., Syst.), Chem. & Acclg.
majors.
- November 10
Hartford Insurance · Co., 8.A., B.S.,
Bus. majors preferred.
Price Waterhouse, 8 .A., S.S., M.A.,
M.S., Acctg., Sus. Adm. & related
fields .
Metropolllan Lile ' IM,, ·a .A., B.S., All
majors; full t1me er:nployment only.
November 11
Liberty Mutual Ins. Co., 8.A., B.S.,
Econ., Mngt, & Mktg. majors.
U.S. General AcC111Jnting · Off., B.S..
Acctg. mafors.
Touche Ross &Co., B.A., B.S., M.A.,
M.S., Acctg.
'
November 12
Procter & Gamble, B.S., M.C., All
Eng. majors·.
Tampa Electric Co., B.S., Eng. (E.E.,
M.E., C.E., Ch. E.) majors .
Gener.al Foods, 8 .5., M.S., Acctg. · &:
Fin. majors.
SUMMER-SEASONAL EMPLOYMENT
NOV°'l'ber 9
Burlington Industries will Interview

soph. In Bus. or Bus. related maJors.
Upper 25 per cent of class - facul ty
recs.

ADELPHI

Tutoring School
Offers: private tutoring
in all subjects at
all levels. LANGUAGES TO0t
. 501 S. Dole Mabry
Ph. 879•2581 & 879-3521

-- SUNDAY

10

UC Movie, "My Fa1r Lady," 7:30 and
p.m., LA'N 103 MONDAY

UCPC Lecture, "Michael Kovah,'' 2
p.m., CTR 248
,... Bridge Tournament, 7 p.m., CTR 255
and 256
Focus Debate, 7:30 p.m., CTR 2,s
UC Movie, ~ "Forbidden Planet,'' 9
p.m., LAN 103

Co.. Op Education

l

*The
1000/omalt
malt~...
good eDOl:agh
tobecalled

BUDWEISER.
~-BUSClf, JNC. • Sf. LOUIS

TODAY, OCT, 27
career Planning conference for stu~
dents .interested in placement on Cooperative Education tra rning and assign•
ments during Quarter 2 and 3, 2 p,m.,
soc 127. /
Monday, Nov. 3
Student Co-op Council Meel!ng, 2 p.m .
•FAD lOON'. . All CC>-OP students invited to
attend. Council members will be visiting local high schools to talk to colleges
bound st_upenls about .Cooperallve Edu•
cation. Any co-op student who would
, like to participate contact Burt Saunders, . Chairman of 1he council or Mrs.
,Lentz in 1he eo:op Office.
Monday, Nov. 8
Note This Correction: Since last week
we have been nolified that class sched. ules will not be available until this
dale.
.
• Friday, Nov. 12
I
Workshe\ts for Quarter 11 for students on a Quarter I training period
must be · received in Co-op Office not
later than this date. However, any
worksheet received during the week of
Nov. 15 will be ·processed. The earlier
your Worksheet is received, however,
the better your chances fo r getting the
courses and sections you want.
. Quarter II Workshj>el and Co.qi Regr.stratron fee -.for students on a doubte
training period •Quarters I and II must ,
· be received in Co-op Office not later
than this date.
Notice: Allan McGraw ts now thi,
Co--op Student Liaison and is prepared
. to help with any, problefTls that you
,might encounter during training assignment ·whlch are related to co-op or the
unlversity. He can be reached in the
co-op offict! any day Monday through
Fri<fay,
Co-Op Training opportunities for ma. jors _in - all coJleges are listed in the
Co-op Office. Inquire In FAO 126 or
Ext. 2171.
.
Some openings ava ilable for Quarter
II are as follows:
Marketing:
Junior-Senior
I eve I,
,Tampa area.
Accounting : Senior level With auditing
course. CPA firm: Atlanta , Ga-; ·
Engineering : All areas; students
needed f{"'. Quarter II placement.

Career Planning
and Placement
The following organizations will be 1n•
tervlewing on campus. Cheek with career Planning and Placement, ULI 518,
ext. 2295 tor call 2200 for tape recorded
schedule) for interview locations , to
schedule appointments or for further fnfo rmation.
November 8
The Pillsbury Co., B.A., M. A., Mngt.
& Mktg. ma jors,·
·
·
November 9
Tennessee Eastman, a .A., B.S., Eng.

••
;•

...•
.•.•••
.:•
..• '

Need help in literature? Ask the :
· experts who prepare Cliff's Notes. :
Our authors are scholars who

:

-have taught the works they write :
about. they know how lo explain :

them to you in clear, concise

:

form. Increase your
·understanding. Get Cliff's Notes
,md get with the experts, ·

Unly$1mh

THE NEW.KNITTED PONCHO·
.

....
.••••
..••

.•.••
•

>:

OF.EASY-CARE ORLON ACRYLIC.
FASHION RIGHT
'FOR THE COOL DAYS AHEAD.
$7.9'9
'

.

Nearly 200 lilies-always mi1ible
· wherever hGDkS ue sold,

.J

i

•

'

\
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Alpha, Gamma protest
Burni · Regent Elizabeth
Kovachich , in effigy and
llJ:Omisif ·participation in ' the
state-wie protests against
visitatid on Thursday, 500
USF dE residents staged a
rally tween Gamma and·
Alpha t sidence halls Mon_day, Oq 18.
Stud~ Government (SG)

Pres. R o b e r t Hightower,
Vice President Jeff Smith and
representatives Ken Sechen,
Ken Richter and Bill Davis
spoke at the rally.
Hightower explained the
history of the visitation policy
and tried to dissuade the
crowd from taking mass action that night or any other

Books available
Thi recreational reading
collecfon is one of the University 4rvices budgeted eitireJy ftjin student fees. Since
1963 ii t u d e n t Govemment
, (SG) Jhas allocated fufJi for.
1
this iroject.
•
'
th
al
d
Lo /
(!ng . e ;va 11 m
~te
the 1eserve reaµing
rom .of
.
th e jb
· rary, t hrs co11f IOQ rncludES the ~ost curent and
rece~tl! publishe~ bpks from
mystries to non-frct/m.
Along with the ~dent Affairs Committee; i 11 i a m
Stewart, a librarif1, decides .
on the books to bf_rented for

the up-comin~ month. The
books · are found on the reading list of availabilities . sent
by the collection dealer.
Mary Lou Harkness, Director of Libraries, said many
students are unaware of this
collection of "pleasure" readings. Approximately 65 new
each moo th
books are
.
_ ordered
with a : continuous supply of
700 novels. As interest is Jost
and circulation decreases in
individual texts the books are
returned on a rental basis.
Books as current as Wheels
by Arthur Hailey are on order
for th~ next shipment.

OWEENPARn

'·4TURDAY, OCT. 30th

TIER CARRIERS HALL
3003 CYPRESS
-Tickets
per person or. $5oo per couple

TAMPA JAYCEES

Chancellor Robert S. Mautz
says the state's university
system may be in finandal
trouble . .,
This was revealed in a recent memorandum which said
the portion of the state budget
going to higher 'i11cation had
dropped in 1971 - to the lowest point since 1965. Also declining was the percentage of
university budgets coming
from state funds.
Mautz said these changes
were due to salary increases,
increases in · the number Of
upper division students and
inflation. As a result: the
amount of money per student
,
has also dropped.
seriThis cut 1n funds
ously' affect the opening of
two new universities and the

By LISA SMITH
Special To Tho Oracle

.

'
very gratifie(j Chuck
Webber, president of USF's
student chapter of the American Society of Personnel Administration (ASPA), became
the recipient of a club charter
last Wednesday night, presented to him by ASPA's national president-elect for 1972,
~
Ray Starling.
After a roast beef dinner for
about 70 persons at the Holiday Inn on East Fowler Avenue, ASPA's business meeting
began with the general business of the parent club, ASPA
Region 7. Starling addressed
himself to USF's student
chapter members, stressing
the changing ro;e of the personnel administrator. "He's
going to have to play a bigger
part in the personnel fun ctions," Starling explained .
Webber, accepting the charter on behalf of his fellow student members, reluctantly
forfeited his prize to Dean
Cline in the hopes that he
would "display it in a prominent place" in the College of
Business. Webber also was
A
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PH. 251•6839

Skinny Ribs
Bikiqis

tion.
The n~xt rally on Thursday ,
Oct. 28, is set to coincide \~ith
similar rallies in Gainesville
and Tallahassee. By that time
Students who want to enter world over. How far you go, pus during the school year tree Street, Northeast, AtlanSG plans to poll the residents the ·Peace Corps should try to and how much you do, in and that interested persons ta, Georgia, 30308 or call the
at USF to determine the visi- ~arn a specific skill before helping people while in the can write to Action, 348 Peach- toll-free number, 800-424-8580.
tation policy wanted by the applying for. this duty, report- Peace Corps is up to you. I
majority of non-visitation resi• ed Linda Meinders, a former think my experience was realdents.
Peace Corps nutrition ,vorker ly broadening," she said.
Soine students' f e e 1 i n g s ,v,ho served in India. ·
While in the Peace Corps,
were summed up by a lone
partly vid- Miss Meinders said volunteers
interview,
an
In
sign which . read, " If ·these
eotaped by the USF Place- earn living and health expensdorms are taxpayers' whoreService, Miss . Meinders es and an average of $75
ment
houses, then the taxpayers
"We're looking for all monthly which they receive
said,
·
aren't getting their money's
seniors who. are upon their return to the Unitgraduating
worth because I'm still a virthe Peace Corps ed States after their tours,
in
interested
gin.''
or Vista (recently combined usually two years.
Vista volunteers serve in
under the Action program).
These people can be ·in any the U.S. and its territories
.
major but we're especially inserves
the. Peace Corps
• th ose W1"th some while
..
.
·t eres ted m
. m foreign countries. "The
.
.
skill, such ~s teachmg, agrr- . , chances of getting assigned to
culture, busmess, health and a worId area, wh"1c h app1·11anguages.
d"
t '
t
A PERSON WITH skills c~n s ca_n reques_, 1s goo ,
Miss Memders said, "but not
doesn't have to be a college to a requested specific counimprovement of the Universi- gqiduate to enter the Peace try."
ty of Florida's Dental School Corps or Vista but we hope
She said other , Action rep. and the University of South you can teach your skill to
. will be on camresentatives
CTh1 deoler g uarantees 100% to repo ir or replace the engi~e, transmisFlorida's School of Medicine. people. The countries we
sion, rear axle, front a xle assemblies, bralce system, electrical sysh:m for
·
are
30 days or 1,000 miles, whichever comes first.}
countries)
Normal increases in student serve in ('host
fully
23109
Kamper
VOLKSWAGEN
'70
people
skilled
,
requesting
now
The most
enrollment must also be met.
per equipped, rack on top, stock #160 l .. . .
All of this will cost an extra and we intend to meet these ·Meaningful Semester .
'70 VOLKSWAGEN Bus 221 l 7-passenger>$
radio, heater, blue finish, stock #1608 : . .. .
$.§.5 million, $52. 7 million of requests if possible, Miss
·
'70 VOLKSWAGEN 3613 Squareback, autowhich will be sought from Meinders ~aid.
ever spend •.•
matic transmission, leatherette interior, blue
She added that the Peace you'll
state funds . In the past eight
finish, radio, heater, rack an top, balance of
years, however, the .largest Corps emphasizes training in could be·the one on
factory warranty, stock #1507 • . . , ........ .
'70 VOLKSWAGEN 3113 fastback, automat- . .
increase granted was $33.8- and by the host countries
Afloat
Camrius
World
so
fitness,
physical
with
along
transmission, heater, air condition, blue
ic
million.
finish with leatherette interior, one owner,
that the trainees will be able Sailing Feb. 1972 lo Africa and the.Orient
8,000 miles; balance of factory warranty,
Mautz said he doubts if to adjust better to somewhat Through a transfer format, more than 5,000
·
stock #88071 inor
present' tax jncomes
students from 450 campuses have participated
primitive living conditions.
heater,
Sedan,radio,
1131
VOLKSWAGEN
'70
a semester in this unique program in inter•
come from additional taxes
"From my personal experi- for
blue with leatherette interior, stock # 1485 .. ·
national education.
will be able to meet the uni- ence and from other Peace
'69 VOLKSW,?,GEN 2211 7-passenger,
VICA will broaden your horizons, literally and
healer, red f,nosh, stock # 88671., . ..... ; ..
versities' needs. Because of Corps volunteers I've talked figuratively ••• and give you a better chance to
make it-meaningfully-in this changing world.
ompletelineof 1971 Newc11d Use Volkswogensinstoc,
this, Mautz requested that to," Miss Meinders said, "the You'll
study at sea with an experienced cos·
Super Beetles, Pella Fastbacks, Squcrebacks, Kampers,
university personnel re-think people in the rural areas of mopolitan faculty, and then du,ing port stops
Buses, Kombis, Ghics, IV Sedans & We ons.
study the world itself. You'll discover that
priorities in regard to present the host countries seem to like you'll
no matter how foreign and far.away, you have a
and projected programs.
the Peace Corps more than do lot in common 11ilh people of ot her lands.
VICA isn't as expensive as you might think:
those people in the cities we've done our best to br ing ·it within reach of
where it is often regarded as most college students. Write today, for free
details.
politically inspired.
Sommertmel with credit for teach"I THINK I got something TEACHERS,
·
ers andadministrators.
out of the Peace Corps. I
learned about different cul- -~'l~PJ \YrileTodayfo:
Chapman College,
ture but I also learned that
92666
Box CC26, Orange, Cafilomia
.
.
people are much the same the
awarded . a banner bearing
ASPA's emblem, to be shown
at club meetings.
Starling then called on Professor John English of 1;he
College of Business to accept
an ASP A insignia pin.
Starling_ adjourned t h e
meeting with hearty congratulations to all 70 of USF's diligent ASPA rriembers, to
whom ASPA is, at last, a
workable reality.

Mautz reveals
finan.ce troubles

,vill

For Ticket Information:

call:

night. Sechen said, "Hightower's speech came ~ a complete shock to myself and the
other SG members present. It
went/completely against Resolution 1 (on visitation) which
was approv.ed by an overwhelming majority."
Richter charged that Hightower tried to "sabotage" the
rally. He said that SG Public
Relations Officer Paul Bradley informed him that day
that Vice President for Student Affairs Joe JiowelI had
threatened to throw SG off
campus if they or Hightower
supported this mass mobiliza-

Students need skills
for Peace Corps work·

~

STUDENT
APARTMENTS

Cooperative
Educafion now
offering jobs
The Cooperative Education
program allows students 1n
their third quarter to alternate between quarters of paid
employment in their field of
professional ·interest a n d
quarters of study.
Students' gross i n c o m e
ranges from $800 to approximately ,$2,000 during a worktraining period. The average
income for all students in a
work-training period r u n s
from $1',300 to more than
· $1,50,0. Work-training periods
range from 16 to 19 weeks.
In September, 1970 USF
added a black coordinator to
its co-op staff. At that time
the program had only three
black students. Today under
.the direction of Prof. Andrew
Minor, the program includes
33. black students.
USF has cooperative programs ·in the areas of accounting, biology, business administration, business-teacher
education, chemistry, education, economics, engineering
(chemical, civil, electrical, industrial, mechanical), English-journalism, finance, ge~
ology, history, management,
marine biology, marketing,
math, Office administration,
physics, political science, psychology, sociology, and zoology. A list of new areas will be
added next year as new employers join the program.
To be eligible for the program, students must complete
24 hom:s (two quarters) of academic credit with a 2.0 grade
point average or better, and
be accepted by a cooperative
education coordinator. Transfer students are require~ to
have 12 hours 'of academic
work at USF with a 2.0 grade
point average or better, acceptance by a cooperative
education coordinator, and a
"C" average or better on
transferred credit.
Applications should be filed
during the first quarter on
campus in the cooperative
education -· office, . located in
t h e Faculty-Administration
Offices building. Only fulltime students at USF are eligible to submit applications.

.Come to the stereo shop this week.
·
Not for an incredible sale. ·
Not for a fantastic,never-to-be-repeated
.
manufacturer's clo,seout.
· Just fot·the -best $400~~stereo
in town

Until very recently, if you set out
with four hundred dollars to purchase a complete stereo system,
you were likely to be disappointed.
To purchase a music system that
cou Id reproduce the lowest
octave(s) of deep bass, you found
you had to spend about six hundred
dollars; for four hundred dollars a
COf!l ponent system did not exist
which ~ould produce really low
bass.
But this has now changed. aecause
of two new products, we are now
able to offer .(and guarantee) a
complete AM/FM stereo phonograph system which provides the '
necessary range to reproduce all
music. The system consists of two
new Smaller Advent Loudspeakers,
a Pione~r. AM/FM .
stereo receiver, and ~ ~Garrard · .
55 B automatic turntable with
_a1Grado cartridge.

'
piano and pipe organ, the lowest
notes of the double bass, or the
bottom string of an electric bass
guitar. (These low frequency sounds
have a lot to do with the enjoyment
you will derive from your music
svstemJ
On all kinds of musical material,
and, under most listening condi·
.tions likely to apply in most homes,
the Smaller Advent is the equal of
any speaker system available,

To match the revel of quality which
the Pioneer receiver and the Smaller
Advent speakers represent, we
recommend the "Garrard 55B
autolT!atic turntable. It has a good
heavy platter, a convenient cueing
control, and minimal (also inau(i.
ible) WOV:!, flutter, and rumble. The
Garrard, with the Advent speakers
and the Pioneer receiver, allow ust
pffer you a quality sound system at a
cost substantially lower than that
whicb was previously possible.

No technical sorcery is responsible
for the surprising performance of We include with the Garrard-a dust•
the Smaller Advent Loudspeaker. cover, a base, and a Grado
To build into the speaker its excel• FTE cartridge- a smooih, light•
tracking, wide-range cartridge with
lent low frequency capabilities;
Advent has had to give up a small - fine high frequency capabilities. It
complements the excellent high
amoun:t of efficiency and powerfrequency characteristics of the
handling ability: the Smaller
Advents will not play as loudly as Smaller Advent Loudspeakers and
the Pioneer receiver.
the larger Advents.

The complete system, guaranteed
The Pione.er AM/FM stereo
receiver provides enough power to for two years, parts and_la~or, costs
399.95 .You can sit back and
The riew*'Smaller Advent loudsatisfy both you and the Advent
speakers and the Pioneer
speakers; it delivers into the four• hear all the music. increased
receiver make possible the
ohm Advents more than 34 ·
performance and lower cost of this watts of RMS power, with less than *In most talk about stereo equip•
ment, a "new" product is 'o nethat .
(RMS·1 th
-0 8%0 t 0 t Id" t O rf
system.
1·s .e·1ther "better" or "worse" than
e
~
ion.
is
a
•
most dernanding and least flasHy of
The Smaller Advent is the only
tt,e various power rating systems.) a "not-new" product. {Sometimes
the
than
less
costing
loudspeaker
The FM and AM tuner sections of it is "the same", but wit~ a few
reprocan
receiver are both sensi:. additional fril Is.- black-light front
which
Advent
the
original
weak stations as panel, Day-Glo contr9ls, Remote
selective:
duce the entire musical range.
and
tive
you
Advent
be received with a Control, et°') _The Sm~ ller ~dvent
Smaller
will
the
Through
well as strong
-Lqudspeaker 1s really new. :- not
clarity.
a·nd
fullness
.
of
surprising
octave
can hear the bottom
better or worse than the ongmal
Adv.ent. It was designed to answer
a very real need - the need for a
quality loudspeaker at low cost and
of small size whrch· could provide
every sonic characteristic that most
·people associate with the best pos•
sible loudspeaker, when connected
-7; -~ ~- ~~to a low-cost receiver or amplifier.
1
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' florida 33609
1536 south dale mabry, tampa,
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Speech has 'Apple Pie' prod,uct _n
A parade of states followed
by the announcement of
semi-finalists for a Miss
America Pageant highlights

the beginning of the two-part
Speech Department production, "Apple Pie." The docurnentary will be offered in the

TheCltre .signs
Halloween
is .
\

~ dapfations'

. .

,
I

Eyeing a. pirate's treasure.
Being the fa.s~t shooting sheriff alive (with a little help from
a friend.)
CIO\hting around with a ghost.
Family Ni'ght at the University Center.
.
~

., .

.

\
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TREASURE .BOOK SHOP
. BOOKS on astrology, reincarnation, ESP,
predictions, the subconscious mind.
CLASSES ESP, psychic development,
astrology, astral proiection. ·

in

BEADWORK ·· ·CA·NDLES CRYSTAL BALLS
69.04 Karin Court (Sligh ~ -22nd) ·
. 239-9703

The Speech Department's . The show will run at the
first theatre production of the Theatre about four to six
year, "Adaptations" will start weeks. It opens Nov. 2 at Coits professional run at the Co- lonial Theatre, 6300 Gulf Blvd,
lonial .T heatre 'in St. Peters- St. . Pete Beach. Tickets are
bui:g Beach Nov. 2.
SJ.50, and can be purchased at
After reading the Oracle's Colonial Theatre Box Office.
review of the play Sept. 29, Reservations can be made by
Eric Atkins, director-producer calling (collect) St. Pete
of the Colonial Theatre, came 362-1011.
to see the show, and asked the
cast to audition formally. He·
signed them, and added two
one-act plays by Elaine May
("Not Enough Rope" and
"Night Club") for an entire
evening of Elaine May Comedy. The title of the show, is,
appropriately, "An evening of
Elaine May Comedy."
Directed by Walt Jones
originally, the play will soon
change directors for its new
location. "It's being re-staged
by Eric Atkins because· it's a
different stage," e x p la i n s
Jones, "three-quarters in the
round.''
"Adaptations" he claims,
"is a television game show of
life and takes a contestant
from birth to death on a
monopoly-like game board.
There is a Master of Ceremon ies, who plays God, in es_sence. He controls life."

Language-Literature Auditori- contestants vari ·, opinionatum at 2 p.m. on Wednesday, ed questions.
;
!''
Nov. 3 and Nov. 10.
The program n oni.fiction
Miss Sharla Heck, director,
explained that "both parts of ends in a more ious vein.
the production are styled to Adapted from · book by
recreate the essence of hvo James Michene!, . ' e second
historical events in our recent part of the pro
originated by a s
history." ·
group
production ·
Material for the first event
Quarter
4. .
ing
was taken from Frank Deford's book, "There She Is," a
The department inks that
satire on beauty pageants in these particular istorical
America. Dr. N e w c o m b e, eyents should be dged by
portraying Burt Parks, will college students on eir own
announce the talents ranging terms wfrhout force imposifrom· a violin solo to imper- . tion of opinions by e direcsonations and he will ask the tor and cast.

THERE'S NO BETTE

THEM

THE

CURTIS HIXON HALL, 'AMPA

I;

TUESDAY, NOV. 2 at 7 O P.M.
TICKEJ'S NOW AT BOX OFF •E,
ALL AREA SEARS STORE
AND· BELK'S OF BRITTON

-

t',

DONATIONS $2 ADVANCE, $3 T DOOR

rom 12 Noo

/

UC will award !$100 to
winners ·of Photo Contest

STARTS TONITE
THRU TUESDAY
7:15 -10:35

Sean,Connery
The Anderson Tapes
abl)atWring

Dyan Cannon•~ Balsam •Alan
STEVE McQUEEN

8:55 THE THOMAS CROWN AFFAIR

.I.ONE

orrHE~tvltwSBEST !

A
HISTORY
OF THE **
[® 0 ITT□~ MO"IE
H@filmtrY[b
y
I

@

Prttented IOI' the FIRST TIME!
An in depth probe of ·
American ADULT Film 'Production,
Featuring all-time classic,
THE NONE STORY * THE JANITOR
CANDY BARR ,:, SMART ALEC
,:, EVER READY o CREEPING TOM
ciANDMORE!

For Ladies & Gentlemen over 21

,.

:' t - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -......- - - - - - t

STARTS FRIDAY

Nearly $100 in prize money
will be awarded to winners of
the University Center (UC)
Program Council's Photography Contest Nov. 15.
The Annual contest has
three categories this year:
Black and White Prints, Color
Prints, and Slides. All categories will have winners and
prize money. $15 will be
awarded to each of the first
place winners (with three
first place a wards in· the
Black and White Ca~egory,
one in Color, and one in
Slides), .and $8 to each of the

winners named

'llue Movie' Is a _model of Its type, Informative, honest, tlttllatlng. It gives the audience what It paid to see .. Candy Barr Is
surely the most beautiful performer In the
history of the Blue Movie."
·

Alex deRenzy's

LATE SHOW FRI- & SAT.

The winners in the University Center Tournament Day
competition -were announced
Monday afternoon following
play-offs of the winners from
Saturday. Glenn Derby won
the table tennis category, 'ivith
Pat Patterson second In' Carrom billiards, Joseph St. John
won, followed by Bert Hall.
The Pocket billiards category
was won by Matthew Burke,
with 102 points, and Savio
Champesi came in second with
84. Table ·Tennis Doubles were
won by the duo of Pat Patterson and Clayton Seawirth.
The Chess Tournament end- ·
ed in a tie between Mark
Cohen and Tom O'Donnell.
Playoffs between the hvo will
be sometime this week:

FILM·CLASSICS LEAGUE
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA
Presents the World's Finest Films
In an Unparalleled Series During 1971-·72
.

f

October

27 Cldsely Watched Trains (7 & 9 P.M.) ••••••••• {Cz)

January

12 Passion· of Anna (7 & 9 P.M.) •••••••••••••• (Sw)

January

26 Teorema (8 P.M.r ••••••••••••••••••••••• (Ital)

three second-place winners in
the Black and White Category. Ribbons will be a,varded to all winners and those receiving I Honorable Mention
Awards.

ADMISSION $2.25 STARTS Thur
OCT. 28. NO

Room 11

perts, based on bqth technical
and 8iesthetic qualities.

ALSO

Selected photographs will be
displayed in the UC Gallery
(UC 108) from Nov. 15-Dec. 3.
Slides will be shown during
free hour (2-3 p.m. Mon.,
Wed., Fri.) during the first
week-of the exhibition.

Any USF student can enter
the contest: it is not restricted
to full-time stude~ts. No photo
Deadline for entering the
that has previously been encontest is Nov. 9 at 5 p.m. A
tered in the :program Council
list of contest rules and entry
,c~mpetitition can be, entered
· blanks can be obtained at the
again.
UC · Service Deck. Any in· The ~ontest will·be judged quiries should be addressed to
by 'three area photography ex- the Program Office, UC 159.

''A Woman'
Liberation''
.

.

·THINGS ARE HAPPENI G
9 P.M. Wed.

. EVENTS · .
Oct. 27 :, Coffee • House, · 2
·p:m. i..AN 103.

Film Classics League. 7 and 9
p.m. Admission charge, re•
served seats.

Oct. 28: Bank Concert, 8
p .m. TAT. Free.

Nov. 1: " The Forbidden
Planet" UC Science Fiction
Theatre. 9 p.m. LAN 103.

,,,,,,,,,,,,, .

. "" "" ~

Qct. 29: Experimental Theatre,· " Image of Forrest/'
TAR, 2 p.m. Free.
·

"" ,,,,, ""

Oct. 29: UC Family Night, 5
p.m. UC and TAT.

"" ,,,,, ,,,,,,.

. Oct. 29 : USF Sports Car
Night Autocross, 6:30 p.m. PE
Parking Jot.
I
Y.' "" ,,,,,

Oct. 30: :faculty Recital;
Gary Wolf, piano, and Nelso'n
Cooke, cello, 8:30 p.m. FAH
101, Free.

,,,,,

"" ""

Oct. 30: UC Band Dance
with "Marna Juda," 9 p.m. in
Argos Lounge.

,,,,, "" ""

Oct. 31: "Chicago," Curtis
Hixon Main ·HaU; 8 p.m. Tickets $6.50, $5.50, $4.50 available
at Curtis Hixqn Box Office.

,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

Nov. 2 : "The Spurrlows in
Concert" at Curtis Hixon
Main Hall. 7 :30 p.m. Tickets
$2 advan·ce, $3 at the door.
PLANETARIUM
Oct-Nov: "The Structure Of
Stars" Sundays at 2:30 p.m.
Reservations must be· made in
advance by calling 974-2580.

INTERFRATERNAL
LEAGUE
. 7 P.M. Thurs. - USF STUDENTS AND

Y',,,,,""
EXHIBITS
Oct. 5-30 Tampa Bay Art
Center, N. Blvd. Tampa,
"USF Art Bank" Collection.

"" "" ,,,,,
26-Nov 24:

Oct.
"Donald
Saff: Multum in Parvo"
dTawings. Theatre Gallery.

,,,,,

~

\

\

FACULTY LEAGUE
SWEETHEART NITE

I

'

I,

J,,. Thurs.

·9 P

DOY.OUR OWN THING .O N ONE OF THESE NIGJ:ITS AT

FLORIDA LANES

, PH. 932-161

10400 N. FLA. AVE.
USF ARTIST SERIES

"" ""

Oct. 27-Nov 25: Teaching
Gallery; "Folk and Ethnic
Christmas Sale Show, Odyssey Ltd., NYC."
LECTURES
Nov. 1: "What it Means to '
be an American" Michael Novack, 2 p.m. in UC Ballroom.
Free.

I

,,

I

I•

LUTZ PAINT
&

BODY SHOP

FILMS

l

.Oct. 29-31: ' 'My Fair ,Lady"
UC Movie, 7:30 and 10:30 p.m.
LAN 103. 50 cents with ID.
Y' ,,,, ,,,,,

I

Oct. 27: "Closely Watched
Trains" sponsored by the

907 E~ST 129th AVE~

February

9 The Hour of the Furnace (8 P.M.) •••••••••••• (Arg)

March

1 My Night at Maud's (8 P.M.} •••••••••••••••• (Fr}

April

19 ·Weekend .•.•......•••••••••••••••••••• (Fr)

LET YOUR
QUESTIONS

3 Crazy Quilt (8 P.M.) •••••••••••••••••••••• (Am)

OUT OF THE BOX . .

May

ARCE
ARCEA
I

COME AND ASK ABOUT
SORORITIES

'
Lan-lit Auditorium-LAN 103
Public $6.00 ·
Faculty & Staff $5,00
Students $4.00

.

Memberships by
Subscription

THURSDAY, 7 p.m., OCTOBER 28
PURCHASE TICKETS AT UNIVERSITY CENTER DESK
_OR CONTACT DR. GOULD Ext. 2454, LAN 259

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 1971 - 8:30 P.M~
CURTIS HIXON HALL

NO OBLIGATIONS

CTR. 248 CASUAL DRESS

. General Admission: $5.00, $4.00, $3.00 Curtis · Hixon Box Office.
. U.S.F. Full Time Students: $2.50, $2.00, $1.50. U.S.F. Theatre Bo Office.
Theatre Box Office Open November 1st For Season Subscribers U.S.F.
. Students. ·

"
FLORIDA CENTER FOR . E ARTS
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Cll·most.
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By NORMAN GOOGEL
Oracle Sports Editor .

\

Here come the Brahmans
ness of the hooters against St. Louis Saturday.

Brahqiails ~orge Unanue (right) :· and
Gavin Tomer (left) epitomize the aggressive-

:. On 1Saturday ·the · Brahman
hooters had their chance to
spoil St. Louis University's 37
game winning streak - and
for ., quit1; a V.:hile the topran}{ed .~illikins seemed befuddled, ·backed into a corner,
and stunned by the aggressive
Brahmans.
"For 39 minufes the game
was ours," coach Dan Hol. comb said, reflecting upon
~h~ disappointing 4-119ss to St.
Louis.
· "DEFENSIVELY, we made
some bad mistakes; ·,ve
couldn't make the big play
when it counted. Our attp.ck-

M.f.f.N. V., .Do/phs ip top game
,·; L

,

.

. ... .·:· .-; '.

. .'. .

_;··

·. .

·.INTRAMU.RA'·LS'

•

v'

.

.!"'\ v' ·,.

IM soccer

Intramural sports swings
into action for the fifth consecutive week today with the
M.E.E.N.U. (5-1) vs. Dolphins
(6-1). jndependent foot b a 11
game· as the hilight of a three
game' card.
-

scheduled

·A _soccer. . touimament for
six-man teams ·wUl be ·held -on
Saturday -and Sunday, November-6:and 7 oy· the Intramural . 1n other football action
· todaY. · Daisies (3-2) meets
fields~
·'
_... The·, compejition is open to B.S.U. (3-1), apd winless ~haall OSF,stude1t5 and stcµt ex- · let (0-.4) faces 'undefeated 'Un. cept ·varsity ; soccer ,_team decided, (7-0). All games start
at 4:l~p.m.
~e~~ers. . ! ;
.'. .
"Lots of guys are interested
Tonight in volleyball action
. in pla~g soccer and since it Kappa Sigma · (1-1) plays
isn't a part of the regular in- Lambda Chi Alpha. (1-1) in the
tramural program we set up top game. In other games tothis tournament," said An- night Tau Kappa Epsilon (0-2)
drew Honker, assistant coor- clashes with Delta Tau Delta
dinator of recreational sports. (1-1), Alpha Four West (l-1)
The playing field and rules matches Zeta Two (0-2) and
be modified slightly to ac- Beta Two West .(0-2) meets
commodate the six-man play. Beta ,Three West (1-1). All
Players must shoot from out• -gani.es'·start at 7:30 p.m.
side a 10-yard radius from the
In 1other games tonight at
goal, and there will be no off.side rule. Two ten-minute 8:15, Tau ' Epsilon Phi (0-2)
plays Phi Delta Theta , (0-1),
halves will be played,
"We changed'- the -~ff-side Fontana Four (0-1) plays Derules to· eliminate the possibil• 1 Soto Eight (1-0) and Fontana
ity of having guys hanging Two (0-1) plays Fontana
· around the goal all the time," T}rr.ee (1-0).
Honker said.
,,.. v' v'
The tournament will be ~iIntramural
participati_on
ther .roun_<}rpbin or double
elimination, depending upon this · quarter has increased
the number -of entries. The six : over other quarters according
man -toti_rney /held last· fall at- to· Nelson Butler, coordinator
irsicted eight' teazns, \vith Al- of recreational sports. He
Asifa winning the competition. says that part of the increase
.Play will begin at 1:00 P.M. can be attributed to the-addion November 6 with the sec- tion· of paddle ball to ·the .proond day of play starting at &ram,
2:00 P.M. on November 7.
"We've added paddle ball
To enter, teams should reg- and it's a big success, as a
ister with the Intramural Of- matter of fact we don' t have
fice in- PED 100, or call enough courts '. to take care of
974-2125 no later than 4 :00 the number· of people that
P .M. Wednesday, November wantt~ play'' _Butler said.

.

.

.

F ontana i=our 14, DeSoto Eight 12
Theta qne7, lola~~!"t,s
Theta· II 7, Zeta O

Independent
Conglamorates 7, Facully 7
. ·: .
Green;:League
.
Primos 12, Dog meal 7
.
· Lambda ''Chi · AlPh.a ·7, Tau Kappa EpsiDoubles 14, Crusaders 10 11 •
•
Ion o -.' . :. , · . 1_ . •.
••
Wonder Warthawgs 26, Daisies o
Phi -Giltrima .-Della ,21 , Kappa :Si_g'ma 0
· rromorroW's Games
Della Tau -Delta ·1,2; Zeta· i;iet,a Tau O
•.'. ·,
Beta League ,1
··.... . Football ~ 4:15 p.m. .
.
Two Ea~ 12, Four West 7
.
Beta Four East vs. Beta Two East
1
Four E:aef,31 two wesf''0: :·· · •
Beta' Four West vs. Beta o·ne· West
Three East 40, Three West .o .
,.
. Lambda vs. Iola I
Alpha Leagu~ •
Fontana Three vs. DeSoto Eight ·
Four East 20, Three- East W
Theta Two vs. Theta One
One East 12, ·T hree West J.
Football - 5:30 p.m:
·, wo 1::ast a, -One .West o·
Zeta Beta Tau vs. Tau· Kappa Epsilon
Two West.6, Four West O _
' La Mancha Dos vs.- Wonder Wartha•
Fontana•D'esoto Lngue
wa'gs ·
· ··
Fontal')a Three 7, .Fontan~ F ive 0
Della -Tau Della vs. ·Kappa. Sigma '.

f'j ' ,

.tournament

,

r n l s ! 1 $ ~ ~ 1 : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 . ~ ~ ~ m ~ ' i ' m regional play-offs.

probably. be the most irnpor"WE'LL PROBABLY stay . tant game of the season.
REMAINING G ~
about the same in the rankAir Force. Acad~niy --"-c~--<·-·__._____ Friday, Qct. 29 ____ __ home ings in the South," Holcomb • "N. Carolina ha.$ .played
North Carolina""'.,.__,___ __ ·~-- -.--,::,. . ~,Ftiday, Nov. 5 ______ away ~aid, -"but from now . on we . many of the other
lop .schools
Southern Illinois ___ _______ : _____ .S~rday, Nov. 13 ___ . __ away ~ust win all our games." . ' in the south and
our bid to the
USF hosts Air Force Acade- tournament could depend on
1,Ifil~~~J£'1imz'i!fflil'lkt1F~t~~,hw.Mff.f11~Lt!i~Wf1IDffifNW;B•,ii i"
~ 1 l my Friday at 3 :30 p.m. "~ir ~~ ,,a~~l~~~~ sa~~~ beat,
ing was 'spotty' - it didn't fidence that we could score." Force ha s onfy won about five
'
·
develop consistently like we
HOLCOMB said he talked to games this year, but they're.· ·
thought it would. We . had St. Louis coach and players always a strong team. They
practiced passing and sup- after the g~e. "They said have most of their players reporting, but in terms of effort, that no other team thfs year turning from last year."
everyone giving 100 per cent,· . had disrupted their play so . THE BRAHMAN hooters
we were actually the better much. We should try fo ~evel- travel to Chapel Hill Nov. 5 to
team."
op this pressure for a whole play N. 'Carolina in what will
Holcomp analyzed the four game."
goals which st: Louis scored:
Actually, the game with St.
. "The .first score was a mis- Louis came at a good time,
take by our, def~nse; the sec- Holcomb said. "Now we know
on'd was a defensive tac)ding · we can play with the best of
error·; the third was a fluke-,-. them. Oµr players were every
t;ne ball was partially deflect-· bit as good as theirs," he
ed of{ Max Kernick's c:Jiest, ·said.
.
throwing...
goalie - Ke~,
While the "big game" is
Whfte•s· tinting. The last. gaal · · over, .USF is by no means out
was a good one, · but at. that of .the national soccer picture.
p<;>int we- ,vere· attacki~g. We !fhe loss to St.' Louis will not
were more interested in tyirig affect .
Brahmans' standthe ·game .than . keeping the ings · in the South or their
scor:_e do_wn·.· we. ·still had con- . -charices'fo;·a pid ;to the NCAA
0
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LAST WEEK'S SCORES

Rule sheets ., may be obtained at the intramural OfI :
fice.

.
FOOTBALL
•Sigma EPSIion 3, Sigma Nu O
Al~ha Tau Omega·•13, Sigma Alpha Epsilon 7
Sigma Nu 27, Tau Epsilon Phi 7
Phi Delta Theta 20, Pi Kapl)a Alp_h a 7
I'

USE,.. - skiers
·
.

Q

~

;

in tourney
The USF Water Ski Club
will compete--tn its first tournament of the year Oct. 30 ·.
and 31. Twenty-five sch(IOls in
the southeastern , U.S. j have
been' ,invited to the t9urnament, which will,~ e on~'Lake
Wauburg, near , ·•Gainesville.
About 20 skiers -~ represent.
USF in the thr, • events of
slalom, tricks, ".• 1d jl\lllping.
"

v' ·, ·
j

UF1dwttered
,-CBan-Cut:
..

··.·

':,·,~ · .

..~ :•

.
'

The USF Spor 'f',ar Club
(USFSCC) is , s blisoring a
rally Saturday, ~ht 30, at 7
p.m. in the Fine-~s Humanities parking lot. tar ·more information attend the club's
meetings Wednesdays <!ct 2
'p.m. in the U.C. or -contact
rallymasters Steve Specht
689-4350 or Vic 'Motto, 839-0489.

" " ,,..

Membership- in the USF
Booster Club is open to everyone. Through the $10 dues per
member the club sponsors
projects to support USF's b~sketball program. To join call
the Athletic Dept. ext.- . 2151.
,,..

v' v'

.

A season ticket to 11 home
basketball games is $22.
Games are played at Curtis
Hixon Convention Center.. For
· tickets, call,ext. 2125.
·
,;; ,, v'

,·

Sunday t he USF Bicycle
Club will take a 40-mile ride
ti> Bayshow Blvd. and Gandy
~lvd. Ridf rs should meet in
front off'1the Administration
. Buildi,ng,all7
_.7 :30 a.m .

\ !j;.,

v' v'

Dr. Nelson Butler, coordina•
tor of recreationai sports, is
organizing a group to attend
the 1972 Olympics in Munich,
Germany; · Aug. 21 through
Sept. 11, .i The trip is being
planned in conjunction with
"The Athl~tic Journal" Sports
Club. For further information call
· Dr. Butle:r·at ext: 2125.

,:.•

.

·c1ass Rings
Unbettevable. College class
rings'.:,that are jewelry!
Rings_sostylish,yo1,,1'dwear
one for-the sheer ornamentation of it. It's our antidote
to E.stablishment rings. On
our man's ring, you have
your choice of degree sym•
b9l or fraternity letters.
~nd the,women's rings are
feminine. Just for women.
.Not' scalea-down versions
of the man's model. Come
see them-no obligation.

. ZALES JEWELRY
Locations:
West Shore Plaza
Britton Plaza

O

604 Franklin St.
(!)

Stuckey & Speer, Inc. 1971

,I

That's the difference between
Lemon Up and products with·
just a little,le·:m.o-n., f rag ran·ce __ or extract. That's why Lemon
Up· Shampop m:akes .hair shiny·clean. That s.why .Lemon-ljp
Facial Cleanser is- tar better than .soap. And·that's why Lemon Up
(Janti-f?lemish Lotion With hexachlorophene is your best defense
a·gainst oil-troubled ski.n.
1
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Traffic gripes aired

Visitation
From Page 1
rally tomorrow night, Howell
commented that st u d·e n ts
should use their best judge•
ment and not be persuaded by
\Vhat others said or did.

"IF A violation occurs it
will technically ·be a disruptioIJ of the orderly process of
the University. And this is not
for the betterment of students
seeking an education."

was that I could not understand a university student
government, which is supposed to represent the students, advocating or promoting the breaking of a university resolution. ·

"I COULD umlerstand and
agree with SG if they took a
stand or passed a resolution
supporting a new visitation
- policy, but the active break•
Howell refuted a statement ing of a policy is not the func• ·
he has been quoted-as making tion of a student • govern. at a rally last week. Suppos• ment."
• edly, he threatened SG memThursday's SG meeting will
~ hers with suspension from the
University if they participated adjourn before 9 p.m. so
- members can be at the rally
·in the demonstrations.
"to m·ake sure the demonstra"I do and I will.,continue to
deny this," Howell said. "I tion is orderly and that no vio-was not even atihe rally. The - lence occurs," according to
only statement I have made Sechen.

·stugents with complaints or suggestions on the traffic or
parking regulations on campus now have an outlet. ·
Five members of USF's Sports Car Club are working to
create ·a traffic committee with Security Chief Jack Preble and
Vice President for Student Affairs Joe Rowel). in re-studying
and re-evaluating CJ.!rrent procedures and coming up with
.
suggestions for improvement.

*;l?er five lines (31 characters)

1. REAL ESTATE
T~mple Terrace-Lg. CB & Brick hOme.
JBR, 2B, LR, DR, Lg. Panelled FR with
·•
·
kitc hen. Ref rig..
·
bookcases, b u,·11·in
"'
D•W, Dbl carport, laundry & utility.
S27,500 Ph. 988-5066
7
E_O
D__
Y-:---,2.,..,½--W-O_O__
C'"'
=-R=-lc--VccA-D- P
E=A-=T-=
O....,.
M,.,,
ACRES 3 BEDROOMS, 2 BATHS,
CARROLLWOOD
FIREPLACE,
UN IQUE
AREA. CONVENIENT ·USF $35,000.
OWNER APPOINTMENT o NL Y •
PHONE 935-5896

From Page 1

Prehle, quite a few bicycles have been stolen this quarter already.
Student questions on USF traffic and safety regulations will
be answered in the Campus Security Office, open 24 hours a
day. Suggestion~ for change should be forwarded to the committee through the Sports Car Club in the Student Activities Office.

AT THEIR FIRST meeting on Oct. 21, some existing regu•
lations ,vere clarified. Motorcyclists were informed that the
corners of the parking lot next to the Physical Education Building will .be used for motorcycle parking and the ends of each
parkin~ lane in the other parking lots can be used.

Hightower

Another project concerns cutting back the traffic island on
the S. : Palm Avenue entrance to campus where it intersects
Oak Avenue for creation of a left turn lane. Timing of the lights
at that 'intersection was also discussed, and Preble said they
were operating at optimum efficiency now.

things I feel are most beneficial for students," Hightower said.
Hightower plans to devote more time to the committees he
is on and said, "Now I can pick out one project and follow it
through to its conclusion."

Preble ·also said it is illegal to park on the grass anywhere
on call)-pus, including behind the Languag~Literature Building.
After 5 p.m., he said, one can, park anywhere·on ~ampus except
the staff parking spaces on Elm.

~ICYCLE AND motorcycle riders were urged to register
their vehicles with Security for · their own protection. Preble
saiq the serial_~umbers on all bikes will be put on the applica•
tion forms so they can be traced in case of theft. According to

. FromPagel

the apartments available for
occupancy and failed to' re•
fund the deposits.''
Sechen ~aid ·SG has expanded its investigation to other
apartment complexes. " We
want to stop the habit of land·
lords taking deposit money
and treating it as profits,"
Sechen said. He added that SG
·is "trying" to obtain support
from the Florida State ,Legislature in passing laws requiring that deposit · money be
placed in escrow and making

Hightower's resignation ends three years of holding an
elected office~ SG for the 22-year-old graduate student.

HE WAS ELECTED as a CBS representative when he was
a third-quarter fr-€shman. He was elected to the senate the following two years and then ran for president because he did not
want the presidency to "go in the direction it had in the past."
Hightower said he does not plan to run for any SG office
"in the near future" and said he hopes to attend Florida State
University law school next year.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - year. CLOSELY WATCHED TRAINS,
I Czech, in LAN 103 at 7 & 9PM.
Society of Friends (Quakers) worship &
Discussion. 2•4:30 p.m. Sunday at Univ.
-----Lost: Rewa rd. ID Wallet containing im- Fellowship Chapel. Everyone Welcome!
portant papers. Lost vicinity "Losers
The Place-7308 Dartmouth Ave.-B ible
Bar." Contact P. A: H/ggins 971-5895.
study every Tuesday 8 PM. Open to the
Public but college oriented . Refreshments,
•
speakers. Private home. Come casually.
------------Should welfa re recipients have voting
,'-_._97-'-l·-'-393....:....1_......,=---=--,-,-:-,,:---=" ht-s,
-;;;rcig-:To the map room - The Great Wise To•
,,.m,.;;a...cto-'i'=s...:,C.:.com~in:":g!;,,..........,-~---"Law School,Will I like it? can I make
ft?" A new book by a recent law graduate for th<lse thinking of Law School.
$2.95. Kroos. Press Box 3709A Milwaukee
Wisconsin 53217
::'-"":--'-':.,:.:.c;...:.:..::..:.c.,-,---- - - - , Seminole H eights United-Methodisf
Church invites you - to· attend Sunday
School & Church. Transportation furnished. Look for ·our bus at Fontana &
Desoto Hall a nd the dorm parking lot on
Fletcher Ave. ,each Sunday between 9:00
nd::.....:..:9:~15::..Ac:..:M.:.:,·......,=--~-,...,.....----=ac.c
cc
New claJs in ESP-Psychic Development
starts .Wed. Oct. 27 7, 15 PM. TREASURE
BOOK SHOP, 6904 Karin Court (near
Sligh & 22nd) 239-9703.
,..,:....:..,c-........,,.,......,.--:-...,.....
L""EV
T=.h+ .-,i,:-'-:-,.,.,....:,
I store. We have denim
1s s your.
regulars & BELLS. Also
in
corduroys
&
--------boots, shirts & Western hats. Only 10
Buy F ILM CLASSICS seasonal tickets for
~;ar _f~~~ N~~~ts~~ A:e~rmax WeSlern
'
seven (7) films $4.00 at CTR Desk.

For saie: Raleigh Tenspeed•. Generator
light. $85. Contact Jackie Chisolm, ETA
207, USF.
FOR SALE: Various household items.
Used, . in good condition. Drapes, bedspreads, dishes, etc. Call 988-2917. 'Mrs.
A. H. Eldridge 616 Courtney . Dr. Jpa.
HousebOiJt for sale-31 Ft. tong. uo HP
Deer Lake on Highway •1 and County MerCrulser powered. Large refrigerafor,
Line Rd. (Lutz). 113 ft. on clear saoo four burner stove. stainless steel sink,
bottom spring-fed lake; paved street. SllO Rosewood paneling. Located on beaut iful
· undist11rbe_d part of river. Call 248-5700
lake front foot. 87~98
Ask for Jan.
Your Chiggies are here. The latest in
•
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ hani:t crochet pony tail fashion. Get yours
MOBILE HOME-l Br. Furnished, Wall to al the Bookstore. 26 colors avail able.
Chess Set: Hand carved Onyx in beaullMr. ful
hues of green, brown, orange and
Wall carpet· $85•month • 229•7607
black. Also bone and wood and in bulMoo.re.
One room for rent in a private home. horn. Phone 876~213. ·
immaculate. 10 Min. from University,
TREASURE HUNTING - Get In on one
Phone 988•13 n.
of America's fastest growing hobbles!
Metal detectors from $65 up. Detectron
Distributors 971-4607.
•
Se
- - - - - - - - - - - - - · a 1point Siamese kittens eligible to be
Some are pet, some breeding,
registered.
wellshare
Male roomma te wanted t o
furn,·shed apartment near USF. Pr,·vate some show types. Call ·933-3007 ·
bedrooms. $65-month plus utilities. Call Tape recorders S15 & S25; Stereo $20;
Dietzgen Slide Ruler $20 Kodak lnstama•
935-04-41.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - tic $6; Typewriter SlS; CB Radio Antenna
& Cable $25; Golf Clubs $40. 988-9278

:CLASSIFIED ADS
ADV~~~JEi'ATES .
· . 5 lines
(31 characters/line __ _ $1.00
·· Additional- Line _____ _ .15
Repeated: 2-4 Issues _ .90*
• More than 4 issues __ _ •75*
LAN: Phone 974--2620

Mar Jo

••

20

•

I

Strike out on your owrion
a Raleigh racer. Choose;
from 6 precision-built
models ••• for men and ·
women ••• air with 1o-·
speed shifts. From the
sporty Raleigh Record,
with durable Dunlop tires,
comfortable ieather saddle and a choice of excit•
ing colors ••• to the
Professional MKII in mink/
silver-the ultimate in·rae•
ing cycles. with an exfra=rugged frame, precision
components and special
brakes.Ana lots more.
Raleigh racers are..avai.1able in a yariety of sizes
and colors. Come in,_take
your choice, they're all ·
thers
built to leave the;0_
.
behind.

,,

2 FOR RENT

PANDORA

1------------3. APTS & HOUSES

:WAS

CURIOUS '

ARE YOU?

RAIElt:#1

--

COME AND ASK YOUR QUESTIONS
ABOUT SORORITIES

6. ·MISC. FOR SALE-

1Q AUTOMOTIVE

TAMPA CYCLE CO.

7:00 p.m.

~•

CLASSIFIED AD

"FINAL

SPACE T,HAT IS •••
As a pu1'fi"c servi,ce the

14. HELP WANTED

Oracle Classified Dept•
• will supply free space for
the return of articles found
on campus.

PLEASE CONTACT
ORACLE CLASSIFIED
.OFFICE, ROOM 472
OR PHONE 974-2560

the

To. order classifieds, use the form belC:,w. Fill in
boxes. al_lowing 1. · box for each letter, space ·arid
punctuatio-n mark. Use additional form if more than
s· li_n es are required.
5 Jines (31 chdracters/iine)
Additionci.l line
Repeated: 2-4 Issues
More than 4 Issues

15. SERVICES OFFERED
Typing-E lec. Typewriter with carbon ribbon & pica type. Experience with term &
thesis papers . Pick' up & delivery ser.vice.
50c page. 9.(9-6018.
A-OK Tvpist with IBM Selectric carbon
ribbon and type changes. Thesis, letters,
jobsR us h
stencils.
dissertations
Glorida
References. Proof read. 884-1969
Professional typist - I BM Selectric. Will
type term papers, resumes, t heses, etc.
Call 971-6041. II no -answer, 933-4552.

$1.00

.15
.90*
.75*

• Per 5 lines (31 characters)

Mail the ad, with remittance (check preferred) to: Oracle
Classifieds, L~N _47~ University of South Florfda, Tampa,
Florida 33620. "o refunds.

Deadline -

EDITION

SUNSHINE

STAFF VACANCIES
The following positions are to be fllfed by
non-students : Assistant Program Director-56792, Storekeeper-$5040, •Secretary II
$4368, Computer Operator 11·$6132, Clerk
l 1-S3768; Clerk Typist 1-$3558, Library Assistant-$6552, Clerk IV-$5040, Motor Vehicle Operator 1-54368, Campus Security Police Officers S5568. THE UN IVERSITY
OF SOUTH FLQRIDA IS AN EQUAL OE'PORTUNITY EMPLOYER. For further
information contact Personnel Services
FAO 11 ext. 2530.
Person wanted to run a VERY profitable
business. · Earning abilities are unlimited
and well above average. Mail qualifications to Mr. Warren, P.O. Box 503, Mal•
den Mass. 02148 or call 617-261 -196-4 .
WANTE D: TAXI DRIVERS
Unlimited earnings. We guarantee $86 per
Wei!k during first two-week training period. Knowledge of .city ~treets helpful. No
Phone calls. 19 years old acceptable.
Northside Cab Co. 728 E.Waters - Yellow Cab Co. 502 N. Oregon

EVERY DAY

Payments On Your 9wn .

Townhouse Less Than Rent
PHONE.

237-3959

nofuvoocl9.Vlat\91
FHA 236 COOPEAATIVE_TOWNHOUSES

30TH STREET AT SLIGH, TAMPA • MODELS 9PEN 11-6 DAILY EXCEPT THllR$DAYS

NOON ·FRIDAY

DO NOT ORDER BY PHONE
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(_ _Numbe'r of
times to run.)
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_Fr.uit Scented -Incense
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20 one-hour sticks
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Passion -Fruit
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Patchouli
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Earthern Ware Snail
Incense Burners

Earthen Ware Turtle
Incense Burners.

...
Solid Brass Incense Burners
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1605 FRANKLIN ST.;. ·

{C

ORACLE CLASSIFIEDS

The office of the Secretary
of Resident Affairs, has been
successful in recovering seven different people's money ·
for a total of $350, from Marjo and other off-campus housing complexes.

Leave the others
behind.

•PERSQNALS

THU~SDAY, OCT. 28
CTR. 248

FREE

Sechen said, "We'd like to
get complaints from students
so we can · build up . cases
against · specific landlords',''
?-nd urged students with complaints to call him or liis com•
mittee at ext. 2401.

16. Lost And Found

{

SPACE

it legal for tenants to wi~hhold
.rent until landlords make neeessary building repairs.

USF BOOK STORE'& CAMPUS SHOP

